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INTRODUCTION 
shoreline of the Buffalo River is developed 
such as Republ ic S teel , All ied Chemical , Mob il O il and numerou s 
elevators. Sim ilarly, on southeast shore o f  the Outer Harbor ,  
industry such as Bethlehem S teel , Huron Cement and Lackawanna Steel is 
evident . On the eastern shore o f  the Outer Harbor ,  freighters unlo ad 
salt ,  taconite , coal , etc . into large storage p iles for later u se by the 
area industries.  Large lake-go ing freighters and o ilers rout inely u se 
the previously dredged channel existing along the entire length o f  the 
study area ( . 1 )  while servicing the industries located along the 
water front .. 
The U . S  .. Army Corp s of  Engineers is cons the feasibil ity of 
the Outer Harbor and Buffalo River channels deeper to accommodate 
draft vessel s and/or to construct 
shipment of  raw materials. An 
means of trans-
study of  the Buffalo River , 
Canal and Outer Harbor of Buffalo , New vJas undertaken between 
(1 ) To evaluate existing conditions in the river 
and harbor and to evaluate the b iological impact 
o f  dredg ing the channel deeper in the 
Buffalo River and Outer Harbor ; 
( 2 ) To evaluate the bio logical imp act  of alternative 
proposal s to such as  of 
raw materials by conveyori 
(3) To evaluate the b io logical impact of  removal of  
debris, old p il ings, etc . aO-ong the Buffalo 
shorel ine ; 
(4 ) To evaluate existing conditions in potential 
disposal areas ( • 2 )  and to evaluate the 
biological impact of spo il disp o sal in these 
areas; and 
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( 5 )  To provide a functional assessment of the 
ecological components studied and evaluate 
their significance with and without project 
implementation to the area ecosystem. 
In Volume 1 ,  the Final Report, our ru1alysis and interpretation of 
existir� conditions and our assessment of impacts are presented. In 
. 
Volume 2 ,  the Data Report, the raw field data is presented in tabular form 
- J -
METHODS AND MATERIAlS 
F'ish 
Electroshocking 
A 7-m  pontoon boat fitted with an 18 HP outboard motor, 240 V (20A) 
DC generator and electroshocking b9oms was used to electrofish in shallow 
water at Statior1s 2, J, 5 and 9-14 (Fig. 1 )  and at Disposal Areas 1 and 
4 ( . 2) in April, May, June, July, August, September, October, November 
aDd December. While one crewman drove the boat slowly along shore, two 
crewmen used J-m dip nets to lift stunned fish out of the water into a 
plastic garbage can filled with water. A 60-m (200 ft) section of shore­
line was shocked 4-min run) at each shallow water station and JO-min 
runs were made at each proposed aquatic disposal area. Upon completion 
of a run, surface ru1d bottom temperatures were taken with a Whitney 
Thermometer. Approximate number and species of fish observed but not 
captured during shocking runs were also recorded. 
Captured fish were measured (em), examined for reproductive condition 
sex (by ) and returned , if , to the river or 
harbor. Species, length, sex and condition (NG=not 
F=female, M=male, ) were recorded. Taxonomic keys used 
for identificatiorl of fish are listed in Table Jl in Volume 2. Particular 
attention was given to noting any rare or endangered 
or might occur. 
Gill 
which occur 
Gill nets were 53 m long, 2 m wide, consisted of seven 7.6- m  
in 1.25-cm increments from 2.5 to 10.2-cm measure. 
Nets were set in April, May, June, July, August, September, October, 
November, December and 
-4-
Trap nets were 1.2 m in diameter with one 15 .. 2-m lead and two 7.6-m 
Two trap nets were set in Disposal Area 1 in Hay 1981; all other 
sampling dates and stations (Figs .. 1 and 2) were sampled with one ex­
perimental gill net, except Disposal Areas 1 and 4 which received two .. 
nets were set at the bottom-3 to 12 m deep, depending on the���� 
depth of a station (Table 1). In January, Station 141s gill net was set 
a 11Prai.rie Ice Jigger" (Sprules 1957) (Table Kl in Volwne 2). 
Nets were set in one morning and retrieved in the same order 
proximately 24 hr later .. A crew of 5 to 10 people removed fish from 
nets, then washed, dried and repacked nets for further use. Fish were 
identified, measured (em) and sex condition was determined by squeezing 
On occasions when the sex of game fish or rough fish exhibiting some 
signs of reproductive condition could not be determined by squeezing, 
a ventral incision was made to determine sex condition. The sex 
code was the same as described previously.. For fish 
codes were used: After 
and sex condition live were returned to the 
and dead fish disposed of from shore. Obvious lesions 
or tumors were 
For electroshocking and 
(c/f) and (H') were 
is as total fish captured 
as total 
was to 
Ichthyoplankton 
, catch per unit 
30 m of shore shocked, 
m net. The '-'.I.J. ......... ..U,J.V ...... -- ... . .-- o"'C·r=.,..,. 
(Poole 1 ) .. 
A High-Speed Sampler equipped with a flow was to 
ichthyoplankton. Samples were collected in May, June and 
day night, surface and bottom, using 3-min tows at Stations 1-14 
and two 6-min tows at Disposal Areas 1 and 4.. At night, samples were 
examined using a h.igh intensity light. Samples were preserved in 1 O% 
formalin and returned to the labqratory for identification to the lowest 
practicable taxonomic level. Keys utilized for taxonomic 
of ichthyoplankton are listed in Table J1, Volume 2. 
One Ponar grab was taken at each of the seven sampling stations in 
Disposal Areas 1 and 4 (Fig. 2) in July and September. In some in-
stances, a benthic sample was not with the Ponar 
sampler. A repeat sample was attempted, but if no substrate was 
, the bottom was assumed to be rock or large cobble. In the 
each was washed through a 0. -mm mesh screened 
remove sediments .. 
in bo and in a 1 formalin solution .. 
In l�boratory, organisms were from the debris .. 
were keyed to and 
ethyl ......... ... ., ............ to in-
( ) . Keys 
for are 
J1, 2 .. 
Areas 1 4 
1 was (Fig .. 3 )  for aquatic 
to 
in 
on 4 September 1981, using either a Ponar or Ekman Bottom 
Sampler .. Disposal Area 4 was also "gridded, " using the main north-south 
adjacent to the site as a baseline. Westerly transects, 
200 m apart, were laid out from the jetty and sampled at 100-m 
for a total of 28 samples. Theazimuth of each transect from the jetty 
was 240° .. 
An Ekman Bottom Sampler (811x811) was used at both disposal areas, 
except where heavy vegetation necessitated use of the Ponar Sampler. 
Representative plant material was separated from each sample and pressed 
at time of sampling. Identification was done in the laboratory from 
the pressed materials following the taxonomic keys in Table Jl, Volume 2. 
- Disposal Areas 
Disposal Areas 1, 2 and 3 (Fig. 2) were surveyed for terrestrial 
on 8-9 May 1981 and on 11-17 July 1981 
on Disposal Area 1 is limited to a narrow strip between the old railroad 
acent to Boulevard the of the 
The survey method was to map by their distance 
(southerly) of the site. Herbaceous vegetation 
was and subsequently in laboratory 
transects 
of was 
� 2) was by laying out north/south 
as the at the 
of Disposal Area 2.. East/west transects laid out at 100-m intervals 
at to the north/south transects, at the most 
were 
of the north-south railroad.. Intersectlons of the 
and as to distance the 
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Field observers walked Disposal Area 2 and plotted landmark 
vegetational changes and predominant vegetation on a gridded map, 
using the flagged and labelled intersection of the field grid for reference 
The gridded map was derived from an aerial photograph of Disposal Area 2 
provided by U.S. Army Corps personnel. Voucher specimens were collected 
Unknowns were subsequently identified the laboratory, by keying and 
Camlparison with herbarium specimens in the SUNY College at Brockport 
herbarium. 
Disposal Area 3 had discrete patches of vegetation in an otherwise 
highly disturbed area. A few trees, and � sp. , 
were present among predominant rank weeds. These discrete vegetational 
areas were identified on an aerial photograph, walked and characterized 
by predominant species. Less abundant were noted and voucher 
collections were made for subsequent laboratory and herbarium 
Birds Disposal Areas 
The censuses in 1 and 3 ( . 2) were conducted 
slowly about the at 
intervals for 
of the water area and 
, May, June, 
any 
have 
unless 
The 
and March. area can be seem from almost 
new were noted. bird ch may 
area and returned was counted as a new 
known 
discrete 
, old 
and observations 
area ( i.e , 
seen during the observation were 
was by di 
harbor 
fill 
area 
the 
) . 
counts" ( i.e., all 
"""""'"''"'""·"�Or! ) • On other 
dates , coun ts were at Disposal Areas 1, 3 4 ,  unles s 
at each and the remainder of the obs ervation 
was used to watch for "new that day. The reason for 
the count one hour was because of the 
of In reali ty,  quantification repres ents an 
o f  o ther than absolute numbers of including 
f actors as foraging behavior, weather conditions , 
and visib il ity .. 
Dispos al Area 2 ( Fig . 2) was surveyed by s lowly walking transects 
1 00 in as 
which runs through 
the disposal area and 
to the 
dispos al area. Each 
approximately one-half 
traverse.. The 
birds within about 5 0  
were approximately 30 wide. 
in order to 
the edge of railroad tracks .. 
east o f  the north-south railro ad . 
eas t of #2. Transect #l+ was 
#5 was 
1 00 p aces wes t  of it.. Transect #6 was 
from 
and acent to the storage 
on Disposal 
outer harbor j 
with 1 0x ,  
4 (Fig .. 2) were 
(8x50) 
birds . References were 
( Table J1 , Volume 2) . 
#1 was northerly, 
#2 was southerly, 1 00 
#3 was northerly, 1 00 
the river .. 
and 
1 00 
from a b oat 
and a ...., ...... ...... ... .... ,.. . ... & 
and 
and used as needed 
In order to 
tiles at 
were utilized 
s ite  was 
systematic 
the 
2 and :3 ( 
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of mammals , amphibians and rep­
. 2) ,  the following 
, May, June, September ,  October and January. The 
8x50 b inoculars. Subsequently, a 
of the area was eonducted; the was 
rocks and debris turned over. and of the numb e r  of animals 
was of concern: involved were noted . fically, the 
animals, tracks , burrows, runs , nests, s c at s , food "" " ..... ............ , c arcass es and 
suitable  habi tats or Particular was to noting 
any rare or endangered which occur or might occur at the si te. 
Disposal Areas 1 and 3 have ttle or habitat for 
spe cies  of concern . Therefore , es are probably limi ted and signs can 
(along with watching for live animals ) :information ne cessary to 
a checkli s t  and sound of es numbers. Di sposal Area 
however, has a good 
the for 
habitat , 
i s  
obs cures the s ubstrate ,  and 
Therefore , in addition to 
the above obs ervation ,  50 Sherman live ( 4 " x 4" x 10") baited wi th 
rolled oats were set for ab out a TI1e 
fashion (F:ig. 4) at 25-m intervals. The 
the optimal areas of o ccurrence and was 
were set in a 
covered 
s tudy. species and number of each 
were noted. 
Volume 2 .  
for taxonomic are in Table Jl , 
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HABITAT DESCRIPTION - AQUATIC SITES 
Defining habitat as "good" or "bad" is subj ective because a given set 
of environmental conditions are gofJd or bad depending on what fish and 
are being considered. High summer temperatures, low oxygen levels, 
substrate and poor water quality make the Buffalo River "poor" habitat for 
salmonids, "moderate" habitat for contrarchids and "good" habitat for carp, 
suckers and bullheads. Even this evaluation is relative because centrar­
chids, carp, suckers and bullheads would do even better in less disturbed 
habitat 
In the following appraisals, several import-
ant to fish have been used to determine whether a habitat is good or 
bad. 11Good" habitat is considered stable over time ( i.e., not affected 
a perturbation such as prop wash ) with a of substrates and 
cover ( e.g., macrophytes ) water 
cover and substrate, 
in several these 
tremes, in one or a few 
diversity and abllildance are also 
A abundant 
while low abundance and 
Area 1 
Area 1 is a small 
ty. "Poor" habitat lacks 
or water 
fall between ex­
above. Fish 
of habitat 
"good" habitat 
cate "poor" habitat. 
rubble on 
- 11 
the a trash strewn gravel- cobble-b each on the east and c oncrete 
walls on the :south. Bank vegetation non-exi stent to the north and 
south and consi st s  of sparse weeds and shrub s to  the eas t . Further 
des cription of vegetation is presented in Disposal Area 1, Terrestrial 
Vegetation. Shallow areas near shore drop off slowly to  approximately 
5 m deep throughout most of the bay. The bottom i s  c overed wi th a luxu-
growth of aquatic macrophytes  by July . By Septemb er ,  the emb ayment 
is b e s t  described as c hoked with weeds . The s ection on Disposal Are a  1, 
Aquati c  Vegetation di s cusses thi s further . Sub strate i s  s and-gravel­
cobble near shore depending on area examine d .  In de eper water a dark brown 
gelantinous type sediment ( gyttja ) was observe d . There was evi dence of 
fish reproduction,  as yearling rock bass were obs erved while electro­
shocking and i chthyoplankton were found . The area ( weedy and shallow) 
provides good  habitat for centrarchids , carp, b ullheads and other spe cies 
as evidenced by our sampling. 
Areas  2 and 3 ( see s ections titled Disposal Areas 2 and 3, 
Dispo sal Area 4 , 
The breakwall of Di sposal Area 4 is formed of  cubical blocks of rock 
lm x . 5m x . 5m ) with cracks between them. The breakwall drops 
to --8 m and can not be seen from the s urface 3 m from its emergence 
growths of No 
were evident at this site aft.er a. systematic survey of the area 
( see Disposal Area 4, Aquatic Vegetation . Rock bas s ,  smallmouth bas s  
and yellow perch were shocke d from cracks blocks . This would 
seem to b e  an excellent habitat for sheltering young fish although 
few were obs erved .  Nes ting by bass appeared e xtensive 
-12-
but few ichthyop l�kton were found ( see Disposal Area 4, I chthyop lankton) 
The maj o r  problem for fish inhabiting the wes t  side of the breakwater is 
surf. During s torms , wave action is·intensive in this area with waves 
breaking over the j et ty .  During one s torm, p art o f  the breakwater was 
damaged . Small fish would have a difficul t time surviving in this area . 
River ( Stations 10-14, Fig .  1) 
S tation 14 
This s tation is located on the wes t  sho re of  the river ,  j us t  below 
the bridge below the fork of the river . The water depth drops to 8+ m 
within 3 m of shore.. Banks are s teep and fo11Tled of gravel and trash. 
Sho reline vegetation consis ts of three trees , sparse gras s es , weeds and 
bushes . No macrophytes vrere observed . Deep water s ediment is gray-black 
gy�tj a. Prop wash from ships often dis turbs bo ttom dramatical ly in­
creasir� turbiditye Based on the small numbers of fish electro shocked 
and the rapid drop-off along the muddy shore , the fish habitat is 
extremely poor . 
Station 13 
This s tation is located on the eas t sho re of the river at a bend in 
the river. Water depth is shal low with a slower drop-off to 8 m. Banks 
are s teep and s andy with stagho rn sumac . Aquatic macrophytes are not 
abundante Deep water s ediment is charact�rized by dark gray clay. Ifuw­
ever,  the shal low area is sandy and was obs 'erved as a spawning and nes ting 
site for centrarchids , especial ly pumpkinseeds . 
Statio:n 12 
This site is located on the west sho re of the river between concrete 
- 1 3-
walls. The shore embankment is steep with crushed cement and boulders. 
Bottom is crushed cement, sand and posts. Shoreline vegetation consists 
of several trees hanging over the river. No macrophytes were observed. 
Deep water sediment is gray-black gyttja. The diversity of substrate 
provides moderately good fish habitat but is the only such area in the 
vicinity, as concrete docks line both sides of the channel up and 
downstream. 
Station 1 1  
This site is located at the junction of the river and the Ship Canal .. 
Banks are rip-rap with scattered trees. Shallow substrate is boulders 
with sunken pier posts.. Hacrophytes were pr;�sent in summer. Deep water 
) � ;:-\ 
sediment is gray-black gyttja. '1.1he area provides good fish habitat as 
evidenced by electroshocking and because boulders provide protection 
and shelter. 
Station 1 0  
This site is characterized by old pier posts (many sunken) and a 
very steep drop-off to �8 m. The bank is steep with cement chunks, 
logs and trash rising to a parking lot. No aquatic or terrestrial 
vegetation was observed. Bottom sediments are gray-blaok gyttja. The 
n1oderately good fish habitat near shore due to sunken posts is compromised 
by the great depth increase directly offshore. 
Evaluation>'of River Stations 
The Buffalo River is generally poor fish habitat in comparison to 
undisturbed rivers .. Bank
,
vegetation is sparse or replaced by concrete 
- 1 4-
and rubble. 'I'he river bank has been extensively modified for industrial 
development. 'I'he river basin has been previously dredged. 
Water quality is low as evidenced by the many oil slicks on the 
surface, presence of chemical dyes in the water, and by the number of 
industrial sewers entering the river. Yet carp, white suckers, bullheads 
and pumpkinseeds apparently are year-round river residents while golden, 
emerald and spottail shiners, drum and other species utilize the river for 
spawning. In fact, ichthyoplankton were found (in very small numbers) 
at each of the river stations, indicating that water quality and habitat 
conditions permit at least limited reproduction. However, the overall 
abundance and diversity of fish in the Buffalo Hiver are much lower than 
in an equivalent undisturbed river. For Oak Orchard Creek, a 
much smaller stream on Lake Ontario, is literally teaming with fishlife 
compared to the Buffalo River (Hakarewicz � !!l,. 1979). Because so much 
of the bank is artificial and drops off quickly to 8 m, the amount of 
shallow, protected habitat necessary for tho young of most fish species 
is small. 'I'his limit on suitable habitat plus overall poor water quality 
keeps fish populations relatively impoverished. 
Harbor (Stations 1 -9 ,  Fig. 1 )  
Station 9 
Station 9 is located by a concrete wall bordered by rip-rap on the 
r.iver side of the Coast Guard Station. No shoreline vegetation is 
but aquatic macrophytes were present in summer. Substrate consists of 
large boulders. Deep water sediment is gray-black gyttja. The area is 
an excellent fish habitat as evidenced by the variety and quality of 
fish electroshocked and ichthyoplankton netted$ 
-1 
Station 8 
This s tation is a relatively shallow water area near the north break­
wall . Bottom s ediment consists o f  s and with large beds o f  macrophytes 
evident by July. S chools o f  ichthyoplankton were observed in July . 
S tation 7 
This s tation is a deep water site between North End Light and Old 
Breakwater. Bot tom s ediment consis ts of cobble.. Aquatic macrophyte s  
were no t evident in dredge hauls in July. 
S tation 6 
S tation 6 is a deep water site in mid-ha�rbor channel between the 
Co as t Guard S tation and Dispos al Area 3 .  Bo t tom sediment consists o f  
cobble and gravel. Aquatic macrophytes were not evident in dredge 
hauls in July. 
Station 5 
S tation 5, is a shore area that consis ts of high banks of concrete 
slab located off Dispo s al Area 3. Sparse weed and shrub vegetation with 
few macrophytes is evident along shore . Bottom sediments are sand and cobble. 
S tation 5 is an unlikely spawning habitat due to exposed lo cation of 
unstable subs trate.. Few fish were electroshocked here, especially 
before July. 
,Station 4 
This is a deep water area in the channel between Old and So uth 
Breakwaters . Bottom s ediment consis ts of cobble and gravel. No macro­
phytes were obs erved in this area. 
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Station 3 
This s tation is  in the small boat harbor .  Shoreline cons is ts o f  rocks 
and boulders from the artificial j etty .  A bun dan t aqua tic macrophytes 
were observed in summer.  Station 3 is an' excellent centrarchid habitat 
as evidenced by electrosho cking succes s in summer .  
S tation 2 
Electroshocking was along the rubbl e-s trewn outer wall of the small 
boat harbor breakwater . Macrophytes were pre s ent by Augus t .  Bottom 
s ediment consis ts of  large boulders which provide moderately goo d hab itat 
for small fish as evidenced by electro shocking results . 
S tation 1 
This is a deep area ( "-'9 m )  lo cated at the end o f  south j etty .  
Bo ttom s ediment consists of  mixed cobble and gravel . No aquatic macro­
phytes were evident in July dredge hauls . 
The lower turbidi ty and greater clarity o f  the water suggest that 
water quali ty in the harbor is much better than in the river . Substrate 
divers ity is also greater . Accordingly, fish species diversity is greater 
with many annual residents ( e . g . , yellow perch , rock bas s ) and diverse ,  
often s easonal , game fishes ( e . g  .. , salmonids , pike ) .. Cracks between 
breakwall s tones ( e . g . , Station 4) plus -boulders and cobble ( e . g . , S t ations 
2 and 6) provide shelter for fish in deep 'Waters . Shoreline habitats in 
the harbor are sparsely vegetated (except for summer aquatic macrophytes ) 
and l ined with cobble ,  boulders or debris .  Wave action makes m any of 
these areas unstable , and fish abundance is low (e . g .. , S tation 5). 
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Abundant yellow perch and shiner ichthyoplankton demonstrate the suita­
bility of the harbor for open water spawners . Certain areas ( e . g . , 
Station 6) are particularly attractive to i chthyoplankton o f  these species . 
Other species ( e . g . , centrarchids , drum) appear to utilize shallow, weedy 
areas like the Small Boat Marina . Carp and suckers are found throughout 
the harbor . 
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DISPOSAL AREA 1 ( Fig . 2): EXISTING CONDITIONS 
Fish and I chthyoplankton ( Tables B1 -B4 , C1 - C3 ,  E1 -E4 in Volume 2)  
Dispos al Area 1 ( Fig· . 2) provides the most  diverse and the second most 
p ro ductive ichthyopl ankton area in the entire s tudy area . Fry larvae of 
emerald shiners , yellow perch, golden shiners and pumpkinseeds were ob­
served with each having a density of  �1 0 larvae/1 0 m3 of water (Fig . 5). 
The maj or-adult fishes s ampled in Dispo sal Area 1 were pumpkinseeds , 
yellow perch and bullheads plus some largemouth bas s ,  rock bas s , muskel­
lunge , carp and drum . By summer the area is ideal for centrarchids and 
bullheads as macrophytes fill the embayment . mentioned,  ichthyo-
plankton sampling revealed centrarchid reproduction, while young of the 
year fish were observed while electrosho cking . Carp and drum may also 
enter the area to spawn . Two muskellunge , sho cked in May,  indicated 
that either spawning o r  foraging was taking p lace. Disposal Area 1 ,  
much like the Small Bo at Marina, is rich in macrophytes which shelter 
and support centrarchids and o ther species . It  is the larges t ,  mos t  
obvious nursery area ( shallow water , stable subs trate , macrophytes ) in 
the harbor .  
Macrobenthic Invertebrates 
Disposal  Area 1 is actually a bay o . .ff the Outer Harbor pos sessing a 
gyttj a type sediment . The macrobenthic coznmunity is dominated by 
Gas tropoda ( snails ) and Pelecyopoda ( clams ) ,  together , accounting for 
94.5% of the organisms sampled ('rable 3) .  The snails Amnicola limos a ,  
A . integra ,  Bithynia tentaculata ,  Valvata s incera , V .  tricarinata and 
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the clam Pis i diurn,spp. are the most abundant invertebrates  having den­
sities  in excess of 3 , 000 individuals/m2 in June ( Table Hl-H2 , Volume 2). 
Divers ity and s tanding crop of the b enthi c community were high with mean 
densities of 10 , 050/m
2 
and 20, 680/m2 in June and Septemb er ,  respectively 
( Table 2). These invertebrate densitie s are s imilar to other b ays and 
harbors in the Great Lakes; for example , about 2 , 000 to 50 , 000/m2 in 
Hamilton Bay ( Johnson and Matheson 1967) , 50 , 000 commonly and up to 
200 , 000/m2 in Toronto Bay ( Brinkhurst 1970) , and 21, 000/m2 in Oswego 
Harbor and River (Ki nney 1972). Little change in overall composition 
was evi dent between June and Septemb er except for the increase in 
Oligochaeta from 0.06 to 4.6% of the benthic community. 
�uati c  Vegetation ( Table Il , Volume 2 )  
Certain vegetation appeared to grow in dis c rete beds acro s s  the ent ire 
site, particularly mas ses of Myriophyllum . Asi de from that , nothing that 
suggest s  patterns of vegetation on Disposal Area 1 appeared from this survey 
M;yriophyllllill i s  of limited value directly as  a waterfowl food . How-­
ever, portions may be eaten and may support insects o f  s ignif icance. 
Vallisneria ,  a prime food for certain waterfowl , was observed at every 
offshore sampling station . Also various Potamogetons were ubi quitous and 
serve as prime waterfowl food. A highly developed and productive aquatic 
plant community exi sts  that provides excellent habitat for i chthyoplankton 
and adult fish. 
Terres trial Vegetation ( Tables IJ and 14, Volume 2; Fig . 3) 
Eight species of woody plants and 26+ spec ies of herbaceous vegetati on 
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were observed on Disposal Area 1 .  A sparse, opportuni stic transitional 
vegetation was distributed along a narrow s trip between the pebble b each 
and the railroad b ed ( Fig. J). 
The area involved i s  small, although it  does repre sent a c ritical 
erosion-prone zone. In fact, the old railr·oad bed b etween the b each and 
Fuhrmann Boulevard has b een eroded away. No plants o f  signific ance to wild-
life value were observed in the area. No reliable cover for b irds and wild-
life  exists through the winter. 
Bird� ( Tables Fl-F29, Volume 2) 
Disposal Area 1 i s  shallow, open water, b ordered on three sides  b y  
j etty, rubble beach and an abandoned grain elevator. The fourth side 
( westerly ) is open to the Outer Harbor . 
Submerged, rooted macrophytes and their associated invertebrate s  
and fish provide food resourc es for diving waterfowl, gulls and terns . 
The rubble beach has a s cattering of small ( -v 5 m ) wi llows. Sparse 
opportunisti c vegetation grows along the abandoned railroad bed whi ch 
separates the b each from Fuhrmann Boulevard. 
Since it is somewhat protected from open lake winds and does  have 
waterfowl food resourc es, it attracts diving ducks and geese during 
migration. It freezes in winter. More than 38 species  o f  birds were 
obs erved on or over the s ite, more than at any other site under consideration . 
The most  abundant birds ob served were ring-b illed gulls and herring 
gulls .  During migrat ion large numbers of les ser  scaup and canvasbacks 
� 
fed and rested on the site . Game birds in9luded mallard, greater scaup, 
les ser s caup, blue-winged teal, redhead, black  seater ( November ) , common 
goldeneye, canvasback, ring-necked pheasant, Canada goose, white-winged 
seater ( N6vember ) and c ommon ei der ( November ). Migrating birds were dominated 
by l esser scaup and 
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canvasbacks in autumn and red-breasted mergansers and common m ergansers in 
spring . Other common species observed inc luded red-winged blackbirds , 
spotted s andpipers and common terns . Some of the less common birds ob­
s erved at D isposal Area 1 included laughing gull, black sco ter ,  white­
winged s co ter and common eider . No endangered or rare species were en­
countered, except that laughing gull is apparently uncommon to that locale. 
There are interactions o f  birds with the adj acent Tifft Farms Preserve . 
Common waterb irds , sho rebirds and the smaller common terrestrial 
birds use this aquatic site on an incidental basis . They forage and rest 
in this area but do not nes t on this small embayment adj acent to the 
Outer Harbor .  
Mammals ( Table 4) 
Except for a small number of meadow voles along the border of this 
area ,  the mammalian species are sparse and transient . The few larger 
mammals noted, such.as the raccoon and dog , utilize the area as a route 
to o ther areas and to forage and are thus transients throughout the year .. 
Amphibians and Reptiles ( Table 4) 
Although cons iderable effort was made in searching for these species 
none were obs erved . 
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DISPOSAL AREA 2 ( F ig .  2 ) : EXISTING CONDITIONS 
Vegetation - Spring ( Table I3 , Volume 2 ;  Fig . 8) 
In May, meadow vegetation is dominated by grass es with s cattered 
herbs . Areas of s e condary succession contain elderberry stands and c lumps 
o f  red panicled dogwood .  The western portion contains a moist depress ion 
where two species of  Umbelliferae dominate . Ditches along the east s i de 
of the railroad contain willow s tands , areas of  s tanding water with c at-
tai ls and � sp . The east m eadow becomes wetter as one pro ceeds s outh . 
Hummocky grass s tands dominate . · The northern portion of the eas t side 
contains a s tand of elderberries , a s tand o f  ,,Jerusalem artichoke and 
dogbane . Scattered willows and poplars occur along the shoreline of the 
Buffalo River . Starry false Solomon ' s  s eal [Smilacina s tellata ( L . ) D esf. J 
o ccurs sparingly and was a surprising find in the are a .  Staghorn sumac 
occurs along the railro ad banks . 
Vegetation - Summer ( Table I 5 , Vo lume 2; Fig . 9 )  
Eas t s ide of .the north-south railroad 
The eas tern portion is wet meadow with interspersed clumps of shrubs 
and mass es of tall composites . The north bank is bordered by willow and 
an o ccasional boxelde r .  Staghorn sumac o ccurs o n  the active railroad 
bank . A ditch runs along the easterly railro ad bank and contains eme rgent 
species such as common cattail ,  iris , wi�Jow herb , j ewel weed , and wil low 
trees and shrubs . 
As indicated on the map , a stand of Jerusalem artichoke , wild 
parsnip , elderberry and staghorn sumac occurs in the northern portion .. 
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Coarse meadow vegetation consisting of Canada thistle, bindweeds, spreading 
dogbane, common milkweed and grapevines characterize this section. Grasses 
occur throughout with red fescue most common. 
The coarse meadow vegetation gradually grades into a wet red fescue 
meadow to the south. ill1rub thickets of red panicle dogwood, silky dog-
wood, northern arrow-wood occur as indicated on the vegetation map ( Fig. 8). 
Sedges, Canada thistle, vetch, lance-leaf goldenrod, Oanada goldenrod and other 
herbs are interspersed throughout. 
A stand of staghorn sumac borders a portion of the eastern shoreline. 
Willows and quaking aspen occur along the active east-west railroad. A 
depression containing cattail, iris and water parsnip is located along 
the east-west railroad. 
Disposal Area 2 is essentially wet 
Wetland shrub, sedge and grasses form small tussocks surrounded by water. 
The portions of the site adjacent to the railroad are deeper drainage 
channels in which some Typha grows. In fact, muskrat houses were observed 
Mature willows grow adjacent to the north-south railroad and along the 
river. Ditches traverse the site and drain into the north-flowing channel 
adjacent to the,tracks. 
Vegetation - Summer ( Table I6, Volume 2; Fig. 9) 
west side of the north-south railroad track 
The western portion is generally higher, drier and grassy although the 
central depression between is low. In general, composites fill the de-
pression and a Rhus thicket borders it. The river bank near the railroad 
bridge is bordered by willow, cottonwood, 'Qpxelder, hawthorn and ash. 
Staghorn sumac, grapevines, grasses and a mixture of herbs are interspersed. 
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Abandoned railways loop through the west side of the study area. This 
disturbed area is now predominantly dry meadow vegetation. A depression 
within this railroad loop contains stands of angelica elderberry and 
Jerusalem artichoke. Staghorn sumac, quaking aspen and willow occur on 
the border as indic ated on the vegetation map. Sta.ghorn sumac borders 
much of the north-south railroad, witl1 honeysuckle occasionally en­
counteredo Dr,y meadow vegetation is encountered throughout the area 
exclusive of the depression . Coarse grasses a re most common with herbs 
interspersed. 
The south-western shoreline is bordered with w:lllow, Mexican bamboo, 
staghorn sumac and ash . An active road runs parallel to the north-south 
railroad for approximately 400 m. 
In total, 15 species of woody plants and speci es of herbaceous 
vegetation were observed. Plant cover did exist through the winter above 
and below the snow cover. This richness of vegetation covered the entire 
site, although not homogeneously, and provided requisites for a richness 
of fauna, including r eproductive populations of game birds and animals. 
(Tables Fl-F29, Volume 2) 
---
Disposal Area 2 is bisec ted by a north-south railroad. The easterly 
portion is mostly wet meadow, with interspersed clumps of shrubs and 
masses of tall herbaceous plants like composites. The westerly portion 
is drier, with abandoned railroad beds leading to an abandoned grain 
elevator. Grasses, composites and shrubs, like staghorn. sumac, pre-
dominate. The site occupies a loop in and is surrounded on 
three sides by the river. To the south yards with large 
abandoned areas of similar vegetation. Tifft Farms Preserve adjoins to 
the south and west. Birds move among the whole complex of the Preserve, 
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railroad yards and Disposal Area 2. Pheasants commonly fly northeasterly 
across the river when flushed . 
More than 37 species of birds were observed on o r  over Dispos al Area 
2, almos t the same number as were found on Disposal Area 1. The mo s t  
abundant birds observed were red-winged blackbirds, song sparrows , ring­
necked pheasants, American robins, s tarlings, hous e  sparrows and common 
grackles . There may be transient accumulations o f  swallows , gold­
f inches and "patrolling gulls . "  Mallards may congregate in the adj acent 
river in winter . Other common species observed included willow fly­
catchers , rock doves , brown-headed cowbirds, common flickers, and ye�low 
and o ther warblers during migr.ation .  Some o f  the les s common birds 
·obs erved, but of interes t, were red-tailed .P.awk, kes trel, peregrine 
falcon and Coopers hawk . The peregrine was the only endangered species 
obs erved near the s i te; it was observed tryi.ng to feed very near the s ite 
on two occasions . 
Although i t  was not a requi-site of this s tudy , an at tempt was made 
to identify pheas ant nes ting succes s . Two nes ts were found, both on the 
wes terly portion of the site. However , the fledged and unfledged young 
were usually found in the wet meadow eas t  of the north-south railroad . 
By the Hay 28  site vis i t ,  two broods were seen, one fledged. During 
the June 1 5  vis i t ,  four different broods were observed with 2, 6, 7 and 
5 fledglings . One female apparently wi thout young was observed . Our 
bes t  es timate is that at leas t  5 pheas ant broods were raised on Dispos al 
Area 2, var,ring in s ize from 2 to 11 yo�g. The varying ages  of the 
pheasant broo ds observed during the spriJ&' o f  1 981 suggests that re­
nes ting was common and succes s ful. 
In March 1982, 4 5  pheasants were obs erved on the adj acent southerly 
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railroad. TI1e one carcass  obs erved during the study contained wheat and 
grain mash in the crop , apparently from spillage along the railroad. 
No waterfowl nests  were observed on the s ite, although young mal-
lards were obs erve d  on th e adj acent Buffalo River . One woodcock nes t  
was ob served. Nestir� succe s s  was not determined. 
Mammals ( Table 4) 
This area has a large population of meadow voles whose number flue-
tuate s  only slightly throughout the year. I t  is  relatively productive in 
� 
game species, harboring a number of rabbi ts, muskrats and woodchucks. In 
le s ser numbers are found small shrews, raccoons and skunks. Rats were 
observed throughout the area. All of these are believed permanent re s i dents 
of the area . 
.Amphibians and Reptil es ( Table 4 ) 
Only a few spe cies  were found at this area . Due to the cover and 
moi stnes s, with temporary standing water, leopard frogs occur i n  high 
numbers and are most prevalent during the spring and summer. Garter 
snakes predominate the reptiles noted and shoul.d occur on the area year-
round but h ibernate during the colder seasons. Turtles are few and s e em 
transient, going from one part of the to another as well as 
s cavenging on the nearby shore. 
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DISPOSAL AREA 3 ( Fig . 2) : EXISTING CONDITIONS 
Vegetat ion ( Tables I3 and I 7 ,  Vo lume 2 ;  Figs . 10 and 11) 
Three sp ecies o f  woo dy p lants and 44 sp ecies of herbaceous veget at ion 
were observed on Disposal Area 3 .  The s i te i s  highly dis turbed bec ause  
o f  its  us e as a bulk s torage area fo r s alt , l imes tone s and and tacon i te . 
The vegetation is sparse and opportuni stic with much of the s ite devoid  
of  vegetation . 
The vegetation o ccurs in four subareas between the roads and s to rage 
p i les . Some p at ches have the appearance of p ioneer vegetation inv ading a 
dunes area . Another larger area is  dry dominated by ragvJeed , 
goldenrod , various gras ses and the l ike . The trees are few , o f  seedl ing , 
s ap l ing and po le- s i ze . What is pres ent now may not be presen t  a few 
months later because of shif ting u s e  patterns . L i t tle re l i able e o ver 
existed duri ng the wi n L e r . 
Birds ( Tables F 1 -F29 , Vo lume 2 )  
Pheas ants , us e this terres trial a re a  yE3ar- round and may nest the re 
o c cas ionally , although no a ctual nes ting s i tes were found in this area . 
A female mallard was observed in nes t ing behavior although no nes t  �tras 
found . Red-winged b lackbi.rds , killdeer and spo tted s andpipers do nes t 
on the s i te . A to tal o f  26 species of  birds were obs erved . The mos t  
abundant birds were ring-bi lled gu lls , herrine gulls  and rock doves , w .i th 
killdeer and spotted s andpipers i.n Migrating birds were dominated 
by various sparrows and snow buntings . 
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Disposal Area 3 is serious ly and const antly disturbed because o f  the 
bulk s torage and transshipment activities going on there . D espite those 
activities , it is a courtship and nes ting area for migratory birds such 
as killdeer and spotted sandpipers . Most  o ther birds observed there 
appeared to be transients who merely res ted or  foraged there briefly .  
As pointed out elsewhere , the vegetation is mostly opportunistic  
herbaceous vegetation . The very heavy usage and almos t  constant physical 
L 
disruption caused by present storage activity keeps this s i t e  almos t  bare 
and of limited wildlife value . However, it does provide some year-round 
habitat for pheasants .  
Mammals ( Tab le 4 )  
Most  populous are meadow voles , and they occur in small numbers only . 
Norway rat s  and two rabbits are the only other res idents believed 
to inhabit this sp arsely covered area . Large mammals , of which there 
are very few , are only transient , moving across the area to other p laces 
or to s cavenge . 
Amphibians and Rep tiles ( Table 4 ) 
None were noted or expected to inhabit the rather barren , dry area 
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DISPOSAL AREA 4 ( F ig .  2 ) : EXISTING CONDITIONS 
Fish and I chthyoplankton ( Tables B1 -B4 , C 1 - C 3 ,  E1 -E4 in Volume 2 )  
In Disposal Area 4 only a few smelt larvae were observed (Fig . 5) 
even though twice the samp ling effort o f  Stations 1 - 1 4  occurred.  A 
similar low abundance and low divers ity occurred at all of  the lake 
s tations near the breakwall ( Stations 1 ,  4 ,  7 and Disposal Area 4 ) .  In 
fact , only smelt larvae were caught at the lake stations . Low ichthyo­
p lankton abundance in Disposal Area 4 probab ly arises from two caus es : 
( 1 ) extremely rapid drop-off from the breakwater to deep water makes the 
area unsuitable for shallow water spawners,,; and ( 2 )  wind , wave and current 
action outs ide the breakwalls are no t conducive to survival o f  larvae of 
pe lagic spawners . Excep tions to these  limitations might be nesting species , 
such as snallmouth and rock bas s ,  that were observed between breakwall 
blocks .. However,  no ichthyoplankton o f  rock and smallrnouth bass were 
caught in Disposal Area 4 .  
Disposal Area 4 had a higher adult fish catch per unit effort and 
species divers ity than Disposal Area 1 ( Table 5),  but these differences 
were no t s ignificant (P > 0 .. 05 , Mann-Whitney U-test ) .  Severe clogging of 
the gill nets in Disposal Area 1 by macrophytes in July and September 
( which greatly reduced fishing effectiveness ) probab ly accounts for the 
lower catch per unit effort . Averaged_ over seasons , one would expect 
the nearshore lake to have a more diveTse adult fish assemblage than 
small,  shallow, warm . ernbayments .  
The outer breakwall fish ass emblage is dominated by rock bas s , 
yellow perch ,  s tonecats and smallmouth bass p lus walleyes and logp erch . 
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Thes e  species shelter among breakwal l  b lo cks , and s everal ( rock bas s , 
smal lmouth bass ) may spawn between b lo cks forming the breakwall .  We 
obs erved fishes in thes e cracks while electrosho cking . Walleyes and small­
mouth bas s undoubtedly forage on the percids and ro ck bass . The area 
outs ide the breakwal l is  productive for walleye and popular with fishermen . 
Hacrobenthic Invertebrates 
The macrobenthic invertebrate community is characteri zed by a very 
low divers i ty o f  organisms and extremely low abundance ( Tab le 2) . G as ­
tropoda ( snails ) and Pelecyopo da ( clams ) were dominant compris ing 7 5  .. 1 %  
of the benthic macroinvertebrates . However ,  the Chironomidae and the 
Oligochaeta were also impo rtant accounting 2 3 . 9%  of  the o rg anism s  
samp led ( Table  3) . Amnico la integra was · the mos t  abundant snail and 
Pis idium spp . was the mo s t  ab1mdant clam ( Tab les H1 -H2 , Volwne 2 ) . 
The low abundance o f  m ac ro invertebrates appears to be a functio n  o f  
subs trate type and lo cation . Dispos al Area 4 has a m ixed cobble and 
s and subs trate unlike the highly org anic gyttj a type sediment of Disposal 
Area 1 .  Generally ,  a gytt j a  sediment wil l p rovide a more pro ductive and 
divers e as s embl age o f  macro invertebrates . At Dispos al Area 4 the bo t tom 
appears to be s coured by the currents into the Niagara River and by c on­
s iderable  wave and surf generated by s torms on the nearby breakwater . 
Aqua tic Vegetation ( 'Table I 2 ,  Vo lwne 2 )  
No aquatic m acrophytes were observed Dispos al Area 4 .  The a rea 
was s amp led in 1 00-m intervals along seven eas t/wes t transec ts . Ap--:­
p arently ,  the dep th o f  the water ( 3- 1 1 m )  and i ts low transp arency ren­
dered the bottom below the compensation depth of  aquatic p lant s .  
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B irds ( Tables F 1 -F29 , Vo lume 2 )  
Dispos al Area 4 may be an early seasonal res ting area for waterfowl 
and a minor feeding area for gulls and terns . Since no aquatic macrophytes 
were found on the s it e ,  birds requiring such habitat wil l  not be attracted . 
Its current opennes s  to lake weather limits its  value as a refuge . I t  
freezes i n  winter and remains ice- choked until the ice boom i s  removed . 
Almo s t  all the birds obs erved on or near Disposal Area 4 were mere ly 
flying over it . Probab ly even the "gull pat ro l "  was present only be­
cause of favorab le air currents dependent upon the j e tty . A total o f  
only 1 2  spe cies o f  birds were observed ; the most abundant being the r ing­
billed gull and herring gull . Other common species observed inc luded 
common terns , mallards , various swallows , s caup ,  old s quaw , black 
ducks , buffleheads and Sabine ' s  gulls . Of these , none except common 
teals , mallards and Larus gulls actually alighted on the area . All 
o thers only incidentally flew over the s ite . 
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THE BUFFALO RIVER, SHI P  CANAL AND OUTER HARBOR ( Fig . 1 ) : EXIST I NG C ONDI TI ONS 
Physi cal Aspec t s  
The dr edg e d  port ion o f  the river ( up t o  Stat ion 1 4 , Fig . 1) has a 
l ow g radi ent ( 17 crn/km ) and low c urrent v e loc i ties and i s  o c c a s i onally 
subj e ct to reversa l s  in flow d i re c t i on a s  a func t i on o f  change s in Lake 
Eri e water leve ls ( EPA Report 1975 ) .  The bulk o f  the f low from the r iv e r  
ente r s  the B l a c k  Roek Cana l  near the b eginning of  the N i agara Ri ver 
( Bl ack et al . 1980 ) .  Curren t s  in the Ou ter Harbor , an art ifi c i a l  harb o r  
created b y  c on s tru e t i on o f  b re akwaterr:> i n  Lake Eri e , generally f low i n  a 
nor thwe s t  d i re c t ion toward r:; the N i aga ra Ri ver and t he B la c k  Ro e k  Cana l . 
Se dimen t typef"J wi th in t he proj e c t  a rea ar,:r> variab l e  in type ( Tab le  6 ) .  
Moving northward from t h e  c; outh ern ex t reme o f  proj e c t. area ( Stat i o n  1 ) , 
a mixed cobbl e - �:;ancJ -gra vel bo t tom i s  e v i de nt at  �3tat i ons 1 - 5  ( Fi g . 1 ) .  
Further nor thward: , t he i nf l u en c e  of  Lhe d i scharge of the Buffalo  Rive r 
become s evi den t ( S tations 6 ,  7 und 8 )  a s  a coprogenous s e d i ment mixtur e  
c ons i s t i ng o f  par L i c u ln t e  rE::rna i n E:; ,  -i norga ni c pre c ipi tati on and mi n c rogen i c 
rna t t er ( gytt ,j a )  i ;� obr�: e rved . The channel of the Buffalo River and Shi p  
Canal al s o  po s s e s �> e d  gytt .j a  type s ed imen t s . However , some gravelly type 
sediments were obs erved town.rd d10re on t he i nward b end near St a t i on 
Chemic al Aspec ts 
W i thin the proJ e c t area , t he waters of  t h e  Buffal o  River , t h e  Shi p  
Canal and t he Outer Harbor are not anaerob i c , t h<:tt i s  they d o  c on tain 
diss olved oxygen . Hydrogen sulfide was evfdent in the s ediment s of t.he 
Ship C anal , the Buf fal o River Eind Stat i ons 6 . and 8 near the mouth o f  the r iver 
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Toxic Chemicals 
The Buffalo River has a his tory o f  chemical and domestic  s ewage 
po llution and is  cons idered among the mo s t  heav ily pol luted waters . in 
the United S tates ( Black et �· 1 980 ) . Contamination o f  Buffalo River 
s ediments with industrial o rganic compounds ,  including polycyclic 
aromatic hydro carbons ( PAR ) ( Black et al . 1 98 0 ) and aromatic amines 
( Nelson and Hites 1 980 ) ,  is evident along the entire length of the proj  
area ( Ne lson and Hites 1 9 80 ) .  In addi tion , s everal aromati c amines , 
former ly produced by a dye manufacturing p lant , have been detected in 
f is h  from the Buffalo River . Patho logic examination of fi sh in 1 98 0  
revealed a high incidence o f  proliferative tis sue lesions pres ent among 
goldfish x carp lzybrids , sheepshead , white and bu llheads ( Bl ack 
e t  �· 1 98 0 ) .  Our s amp ling effort i n  1 981 - 1 982 also reveal ed a high in-
cidence of lesions in bo ttom-feeding fish . The neop las ia in bottom- feeding 
fish is  attributed to chronic expo sure to a complex of PAH pol lutants .  
Results o f  Ames bacterial mutagenes is as s ays revealed a s trong co rrelation 
between the level of mutagenic activity o f  s ediment extracts and the 
proximity of a' local dye manufacturing plant . Thes e pol lu tants are 
mut agenic and there is a strong co rrelation between mutageni c i ty and 
carcinogenicity ( Commoner et al . 1 976 ) . The s ediments of the Buf falo River 
contain po tential carcinogens ( Black et al . 1 980 ) .  
� 
I chthyoplankton ( Tables C1 - C3 ,  Volume 2 )  
Larval fish tows are s elective in they s amp le species inh abiting 
the more open mid-water areas . They do not accurately repres ent species 
which inhabi t  very shal lovr o r  very deep zones . Spe cies whi.ch hide between 
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rocks or other structures are not sampled succes sfully .  Larvae lying on 
the bottom are also difficult to samp le due to irregularities in the 
bottom which snag or foul the s ampler . 
I chthyoplankton were sampled in late May , mid-June and mid-July . 
In 11ay two yel low perch ( quite immature ) were found. In June yellow perch 
larvae were more numerous and widespread in tl1e proj ect area and advanced 
in development ; smelt appeared in Outer Harbo r  samp les . In July emerald 
shiners dominated s amp les , but yellow perch, smelt,  gizzard shad, pumpkin­
s eeds , rock bas s ,  carp and golden shiner larvae were obs erved ( Tables 
C 1 - C3 ,  Volume 2 ) .  Figure 5 displays total s easonal ichtllyopl ankton abun­
dance by s tations or disposal area . 
I chthyop lankton dens ities ranged from Q to 35 larvae/ 1 0  m3 for a 
given site , values consistent with studies e ls ewhere in North America 
( Table 7 ) .  Within the proj ect area , differences do o ccur in i chthyo­
plankton abundance which can be arranged into three groups : ( 1 ) Buffalo 
River Stations 1 0- 1 4 (x = 4 . 86 larvae/1 0 m3 , SE = 1 .. 5 6 ;  ( 2 ) Outer Harbor 
Stations 2, 3 ,  5 ,  6, 8, 9 and Disposal Area 1 (x = 22 . 9 9 ,  SE = 6 . 24 ) ;  
and ( 3 )  Lake Stations 1 ,  4 ,  7 and Disposal Area 4 (x = 2 . 95 ,  SE = 1 . 50 ) .  
Station 9 ,  at the river mouth; is inc luded with Outer Harbor s amples 
because of i ts predominately harbor- like conditions (water quality and 
phys ical character ) and becaus e of observed i chthyoplankton density 
s imilarities .. Simi larly , Disposal Areas 1 and 4 were included with Outer 
Harbor and Lake s amp les , respectively . Mann-Whitney U-tests indicate 
that i chthyop lankton are s ignificantly �pre abundant in the Outer Harbor 
than in the lake or the river (P < 0 .  0 5 ) .  
Low ichthyoplankton dens ity in the Buffalo River probably stems 
from two factors : ( 1 ) low water quality created by ship traffic 
( e . g . , t1.1rb i dity created by prop wash & di sc harge of  fuel oils  from ves sels ) and 
industrial po llutants ; and ( 2 )  lack o f  shallow , sho reline areas necessary 
for spawning by typical river species ( carp , white suckers , bullheads 
and sunfish ) by pas t  dredging and channelization . Low ichthyop lankton 
densi ty in the l ake beyond the harbor breakwalls also probab ly aris es 
from two causes : ( 1 ) extremely rapid drop-offs to deep water make the 
area unsuitab le for shallow water spawners ; and ( 2 )  wind , wav e  and current 
action outs ide the breakwalls are not conducive to survival of larvae of 
pelagic spawners such as smelt and yel low perch . Exceptions to thes e  
limitations might b e  nes ting species such a s  smallmouth and rock bas s . 
Adults of these species were observed betvreen breakwall blocks , but no 
i chthyoplankton of  either species were sampled outs ide the breakwall . 
The Outer Harbo r lacks the disadvantages of the river and the lake �If: :,,<·�·'��->" 
relative to ichthyop lankton . Water quality is good , sufficient shallow 
areas exis t ,  and wave action is largely diminished by the breakwal ls . 
The higher abundance o f  ichthyoplankton reflects these favorable conditions 
However , sho reline fish popu lations of the Outer Harbor are rel-
atively impoverished ( e . g . , S tation 5) , except in the Smal l Boat Marina 
and Disposal Area 1 .. Although few ichthyopl ankton were found in the 
Small Boat Marina , we observed numerous juvenile centrarchids and percids 
The shal low , weedy , protected nature o f  the marina is ideal for ichtnyo-
plankton production . Either boat traffic s ignificantly inhibits rep ro-
duction in the marina or  ( mo re likely ) we fai led to s ample larger numbers 
of ichthyoplankton because the sampler �as repeatedly clogged by weeds . 
Dispos al Area 1 also has ideal ichthyopihankton production conditions , and 
there we found the second highes t l arval This is the mo s t  
diverse and mos t  productive i.chthyoplankton area of  the harbor . S tation 
6 had a high density due to the samp ling of a schoo l o f  emerald shiners , 
but the s tation lacked the divers ity o f  Dispo s al Area 1. 
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Fish - Overview ( Tables A1 -A1 1 ,  D 1 -D1 2 ,  Volume 2 )  
Two ass emblages of  fish ( with some overlap among assemblages ) utilize 
the s tudy area : l ake residents that s easonally enter the river or harbor ,  
and harbor and river residents (Figs . 6 and 7 ) .  Mean abundance of  fish 
in gil l  net s amples ( average number of fish per station per s ampling 
period ) was compared s tatistically us ing Mann-Whitney U-tests . No s ig­
nificant differences in fish abundance (P <. 0 .. 05) were obs erved among 
river (Stations 1 0- 1 4 ;  1 1 . 0 ± 3 . 6  fish/samp le ) , Outer Harbor ( Stations 2 ,  
3 ,  5 ,  6,  8 �  9 ,  DA1 ; 1 0 . 1 ± 3 . 5 fish/s ample ) and lake ( Stations 1 ,  4 ,  7 , 
DA4 ; 9 . 2 ± 3 . 6  fish/samp le ) srunpling s ites . 1 Thi.s result contrasts 
sharply with ichthyoplankton results where larval abundance was sig-
nificantly lower i.n the r.i.ver and Outer stations . Thus .i. t app ears 
that while i chthyoplankton are adversely affected by environmental con-
ditions in the river and lake , adult fish are not . 
Shannon-Weaver divers ity indices for gi l l  netting data were averaged 
over s amp les within s tations and dispos al areas . Although r1ver diversity 
was somewhat lower � Mann-Whitney U- tests  revealed no s ignificant dif-
ferences ( P > 0 • .  05 ) in diversity among river ( 0 . 37 ± 0 . 1 2 ) ,  harbor 
( 0 . 4 4 ± 0 . 08 )  and lake ( 0 . 44 ± 0 . 1 1 ) s tations . Thus � while species com-
position of  adult fish varied considerably among river � harbor and l ake 
s tations , overall catch per unit effort and diversi ty indices did not 
vary ( Table 5 ) ..  Composition of  fish does differ between Outer Harbor ,  
river and lake and is dis cuss ed in the f�llowi.ng sections . 
1 
The mean for the lake stations does not include the 200+ yellow p erch 
caught in early May at Station l� . These fish were obvious ly in spawning 
condition and repres ented a lake population moving into the Outer Harbor 
to spawn � 
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Fish - Buffalo River and Ship Canal ( Stations 1 0-1 4 )  ( Fig . 1 )  
Carp , white suckers and shiners dominated samples in the river 
throughout spring and into summer, but bullheads , gizz ard shad and pump-
kinseeds became more important as summ er progressed . In April and early 
May, shiners ( emerald , spottail and golden )  and white suckers dominated 
the river s tation fish assemblage . Scattered carp , go ldfish, carp x 
goldfish hybrids , yellow perch , drum and bullheads were also found . In 
late May and June , white suckers dominated with shiners , carp , pumpkin-
s eeds , yellow p erch and giz zard shad s cattered throughout the s amples . 
From July through September , carp , pumpkins eeds and giz zard shad dominated 
s amp les , with goldfish,  bullheads , white suckers and yellow perch also 
present . After September, numbers of fish declined s harply as 
water temperatures fell  and fish movement activity declined . In the 
cooler water temperatures of spring and fall , occas sional salmonids , 
muskellunge , pike and yellow perch were observed at river s tations . Yellow 
perch were also obs erved during the summer in the river . 
Carp , goldfish , go ldfish x carp hybrids , bullheads , pumpkinseeds and 
some white suckers appear to be year-round river residents . Emerald , 
spottail and golden shiners and giz zard shad are pelagic lake species  
that utilize the river for spawning in spring and early summer . Whit e  
suckers , redhorse suckers and freshvJa ter drum are p rimarily b enthic lake 
species that make spring spawning runs ( especially p ronounced for whi te 
. 
suckers ) into the Buffalo Hiver and Harbor .  Salmonids , muskellunge and 
'.�f. 
walleyes found in the river were probab ly�foraging on spawning shiners  
and giz z ard shad in  the spring . 
References to the spawning habits of the species dis cus sed below 
come from Scott and Crossman ( 1 973 ) . Carp and goldfish spawn in large 
groups from May to July wherever shallows exist ;  white suckers often 
spawn in rivers from early May to early June ; shiners and gi z z ard shad 
frequently spawn in the lower reaches of rivers in May and June ; and 
pumpkinseeds spawn ' by nesting in shallows in June and July . Drum spawn 
in the lower portions of  rivers throughout the summer , but mos t  were 
captured by us in May. Salmonids forage near shore in spring , move to 
deeper,  cooler Lake Erie in summer , then return near shore or to trib-
utaries in autumn . Lack o f  suitable subs trate ( gravel ) , water quality 
( flowing , highly oxygenated , po llution-free ) and temperature makes s ue-
ces s ful s almonid spawning highly improbable throughout the s tudy area . 
Muskellunge and walleyes also appear to forage in the lower river in 
spring and fall, but succes s ful reproduction ��is unlikely due to the ·\.-,;'!?'t�t� 
absence o f  suitable spawning habi tat ( shallow gravels for wal leye , 
floo ded weeds for muskies ) and poor water quality . 
Despite the o ccurrence o f  many species in reproductive condit io n  
( i . e . , gravi d ) a t  t imes the literature sugges ts they should spawn ,  
little evidence ( i . e .. , few i chthyopl ankton ) o f  succe s s ful spawning was 
obs erved in the Buffalo River or Ship Canal ( see I chthyop lankton ) .  
Water quality p robably p lays a maj or ro le lil1iting fish dis tribution 
and abundance in the river . The s carcity of river i chthyop lankton , 
despite obvious sp awning utili zation o f  the river by adults , indicate s  
that the river is generally no t suitable a s  a reproduct ion/nursery area . 
While lack of suitable reproductive/nursery habitat i s  a problem ,  the 
suitable habitat areas that do exist ( Hab itat Des cription ) should 
p roduce abundant river i chthyoplankton quality were. not so 
poor ( exis tence of high turbity ,  po lycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons , 
aromatic amines , etc . ) ( Bl ack � al . 1 980 , Nelson and Hites 1 980 ) .  
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Fish - Outer Harbor ( Station 1 -9 )  (Fig .  1 )  
Yellow perch, rock bas s , white suckers and carp were the most abundant 
species s ampled in the harbor .  Important game fish sampled we're walleyes , 
smallmouth b as s ,  northern pike , muskellunge and an o c casional salmonid . 
Also sampled were giz zard shad, emerald and spottail shiners . largemouth 
bas s , pumpkinseeds , shorthead redhorse suckers , bullheads and stone cats . 
In April and early May, the harbor fish ass emblage was dominated by cold 
wat er fishe s  primari ly moving in from Lake Erie : shiners , yellow perch and 
whi te suckers dominated with northern pike , s almon and trout s cattered 
among the s amples . For example , in early May a large s chool  ( >  200 fish) 
of �allow p erch in spawning condition were caught at Station 4 .  I n  late 
(:�?jl?f;;,? 
May and June the trans ition to a warmwater ass emblage began : yellow 
p erch, pumpkinseeds , rock bas s , muske llunge ,  wal leyes and whi te suckers 
dominated with carp , drum and stonecats mixed in . During the summer, 
carp , pumpkins eeds , giz z ard shad and yellow perch dominated s amples with 
smallmouth bass , ro ck bas s and bullheads scattered through the samp les o 
After September, as in the river, abundance of fish diminished in the 
Outer Harbor .. 
In many cases ( smallmouth bas s ,  yellow p erch, white suckers , rock 
b as s , s tonecats and shorthead redhors e suckers ) considerable interaction 
among lake and harbor populations appears to occur.. In part i cular, 
three species ( rock bass , smallmouth bass , yellow perch) frequently ex-
hibited abundance peaks in the harbor during their expected spawning 
seasons ( e . g . , Fig . 7 ) .  I t  appears that\yhile res ident harbor populations 
of these species exi s t ,  they are greatly supplemented during the spawning 
s eason by lake populations that spawn in shallow nearshore waters . 
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The presence and abundance o f  yellow perch ,  rock bas s , shiners , 
gi z z ard shad and smel t (mo s t ly found dead after spawning and as ichthyo­
plankton ) undoubtedly attract game fishes into the harbor from Lake Erie 
and the Niagara River . Especial ly in the Small Bo at Marina ( S tation 3 )  
we found northern p ike gorged with yellow p erch in April and early May . 
The habitat in the marina i s  an unlikely spawning s i t e  for p ike , but 
fishermen indicated that pike extens ive ly utilize ( via drainage pip e s ) 
the Tifft Creek area ,  which is  flooded in early spring , for sp awning . 
Later in summer the m arina becomes a weed-fill ed centrarchid nursery . 
Walleyes were found in the harbor from late Hay through July ahd 
again in autumn , especially at deeper s tations outside the breakwall 
( S tations 1 ,  4 and 7 ) . The dietary of walleyes for yellow 
perch is well known ( Fo rney 1 965 ) ,  and wal leyes prefer to spawn over 
gravel- cobble s ubs trates which exis t throughout the harbor . 
The Niagara River supports a maj or muskel lunge population ( Harrison 
and Hadley 1 979 ) ,  and individuals appear to enter the harbor and lower 
Buffalo River reaches to forage in spri.ng and au turon and perhaps to spawn 
in s pring . Muskellunge generally spawn in late April and early May , a 
time we obs erved them in the harbor . 
Smallmouth bass probably spawn throughout the harbor area in May 
and June , preferring to nes t over gravel-cobb le subs trates in deeper 
waters than o ther centrarchids . Largemouth bas s and pumpkins eeds u t i li ze 
weedy s hallows to build nes t s  and spawn. nearsho re (particularly in the 
Small Boat Marina ) from late lfay throug&, July . 
Yellow perch spawn in open waters m id-April through May and 
are a m aj or forage species for walleyes , pike , muskel lunge and bas s . 
We obs erved gravid yel low perch through May, and ichthyop lankton s amples 
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were dominated by yel low perch plus emerald shiners . Rock bass nes t  among 
ro cks and weeds along shore and the breakwalls in May and June and also 
may s erve as an important forage species . 
In spring and early summer , the debris- s trewn harbor shore has gen-
erally poor fish habitat due to uns table subs trate , wave action and lack 
o f  terrestrial/aquatic vegetation . However , fish numbers along the shore 
had increased by Augus t as had aquatic macrophytes . The harbor appears 
to have a well-balanced ass emblage of predator and prey species that 
o ccupy an area o f  good water quality and diverse habitats . Muskies , pike , 
salmonids , shiners and gizzard shad appear to be temporarily p resent in 
spring and/or fal l ,  but yel low perch,  rock bas s , smallmouth bass , l arge-
mouth bass , pumpkinseeds , suckers , carp and:� pli;erhaps walleyes are permanent 
' 1't{f),J 
residents . This ass emblage provides diverse ,  high quality opportunities 
for anglers . 
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ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT - PROPOSED DISPOSAL AREAS 
Dispos al Area 1 ( Fig .  2 )  
Fish and I chthyoplankton 
Disposal Area 1 is used as a nursery area by numerous harbor and lake 
species , especially by centrarchids and perhaps by muskellunge .  Spoil 
dispos al here will completely destroy that nursery potential . It i s  well 
known that a s ignificant reduction in the reproductive cap acity of a 
spe cies due to spawning bed damage could endanger species s urvival more 
than the effect of the los s  of part of the existing adult fish population 
(Ricker 1 945 ) . Disposal Area 1 is the defined nursery area 
remaining in the Outer Harbor . Its destruction via spo il disposal could 
deplete harbor populations utilizing it for reproduct ion . 
Macrobenthic Invertebrates 
Benthi c organisms are important in aquatic environments in that they 
function as the crucial link in a detritus-based food chain . They 
organi c , matter and recycle nutrients that otherwise would collect and 
remain trapped in the sediments . Benthic organisms supp ly food to many 
species of fish and to other predatory aquatic organisms . Containment 
of dredge spoils above the water level of Lake Erie in Dispo sal Area 1 
will� completely eliminate the macrobeni;hic invertebr ate community . 
Aquatic and Terres trial Vegetation 
Of all the s ites evaluated, using Disposal Area 1 as a landfill 
would have greates t impact on submergent aquatic vegetation .. Furthermore , 
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the vegetation is likely to be important to waterfowl and game fish of  
the area .  T o  s imply denude the terres trial vegetation along the shore­
line would l ikely produce s ignificant environmental impacts b ecause of 
the eros ion-prone nature of the shoreline . However ,  a landfil l  on 
Disposal Area 1 would protect and ext end the p resent shoreline . Any land­
fill operation would have little significant las ting impact on terres trial 
vegetation because the present amount of terrestrial vegetation is small 
and is  o f  an opportunistic nature . 
Depending on how the site is finished in regards to cover plants and 
habitat typ es ( i . e . , wetlands , pond , etc . ) after landfill operations 
have ceased,  an improvement in quality of plants and terrestri.al hab i tat 
is possible . Disposal of dredged materials could create new habitat 
for terres trial wildlife by new construction methods . For example,  the 
Army Corps  of Engineers at Vicksburg has recently concluded a program 
des cribing methodology of creating hab itat and des cribing the benefits of 
thes e  " finishing" operations on quality of habitat and wildlife ( see 
s ection on Habitat Development on Dredged Materials in this s tudy ) .. If  
the s ite were left ill finished , it is likely that larger quantities o f  
vegetation s 1Eilar t o  the current terrestrial plant community would 
initially invade the completed fill s i te .  A brief survey by u s  of the 
previous disposal area north of propos ed Disposal Area 1 (Fig . 2 )  
supports this  contention . 
Birds 
The s 1t e  is an important migratory for certain diving wat erfowl " 
The adj acent Outer Harbor and lake apparently do no t provide the vegetation 
and as sociated invertebrates upon whi ch scaup , canvasbacks , redheads and 
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s eaters feed . Dabblers , such as  mallards and blue-winged teals , apparently 
can reach food in the shallows , although primary use for them seem s  to 
be  as an open water refuge . 
Mos t  of  the b ird activity consists of overflights .  However, spotted 
s andpipers , killdeer , red-winged blackbi.rds and even ring-ne cked pheasants 
feed along the narrow eas tern shore . 
Dredge spoil disposal at this s ite would eliminate the only shallow, 
productive, protected aquatic habitat in the entire s tudy area available 
to waterfowl . Of the s ites considered , dispos ing of dredged materials on 
Dispos al Area 1 would have the greatest negative impact on birds . De­
p ending upon how the habitat on this s ite were developed ( if used 
as a landfi.ll ) , there would likely be a in kinds of birds on the 
site . If it were finished like the adj acent , northerly fill site , rather 
undis turbed and with a pond , then one would expect nes ting birds like 
mallards , black ducks , blue-winged teals , red-winged blackbirds , ring­
necked pheasants , spotted s andpipers , green herons and song sparrows 
( s ee s ection on Habitat Development on Dredged Materials ) .  If  it were 
developed or cons tantly dis turbed such as Disposal Area 3, the varie ty 
and numbers of  birds would likely decrease and shift away from nes ting 
birds to transitory visitors . 
There is little aquatic habitat of  this type ( shallow, productive , 
protected ) in the s tudy area . 
Mammals 
Little and only temporary effects would  be apparent to the spars e  
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mammal life if the site were disturbed . Since the habitat for mammalian 
species is  presently very poor with a lack of adequate vegetative cover 
and food p lants , dis turbance by filling could allow for improved m am­
malian hab itat to develop . 
Amphibians and Rep tiles 
Since none of these species occur on Disposal Area 1 ,  disturbance 
by filling could only p rovide habitat more appropriate to these species . 
Some leopard frogs , but especially garter and brown snakes and turtles , 
may be  found to subsequently inhabit this area once filled and early 
old-field success ion begins . 
Disposal Area 2 ( Fig .  2 )  
Vegetation 
Becaus e of the indicator vegetation present , portions of Disposal 
Area 2 are likely to be considered wetlands under N . Y . S .  Conservation 
Law . Certainly any fill operation is likely to destroy this vegetation,  
but it could return if the site were finished appropriately ( see s ection 
on Habitat Development on Dredged Haterials ) . In the interim , tho s e  
fauna o f  interest ( s ee Birds and Mammals , Disposal Area 2 ) , which now 
thrive on the s it e ,  would be displaced and if sufficient alternate 
habitat of suitable quality is not present , they may be permanently lost .  
Birds 
The area is likely to be the most  hospitable of any of the s ites 
s tudied for certain terrestrial birds . Even though it is surrounded by 
indus trial development and· .private· homes across  the river , it  is 
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relatively free of  human predation and p rovides  food and nesting s i tes .. 
Together wi th the adj acent railroad yard and T ifft F arms , it  forms a 
large , relatively undisturb ed ,  interrelated habitat complex.  In short , 
it  is  a refugium for birds that would not be  expected in such a highly 
developed area . In particular , the apparent reproductive success o f  
the local pheasant population is o f  some interes t .  
Pheas ant populations are generally in decline throughout Western 
New York State ( Dixon 1 98 1 ) .  Dispos al Area 2 appears to be an exception 
to this trend . Dispos al of dredge spoils in this area will probably 
destroy valuable pheas ant nesting habitat . Us ing this area for disposal 
will have the greatest immediate negative impact on nesting avians o f  
any potential disposal area s tudied . Also , ''8., peregrine falcon was observed 
\�;�:Stt:gJY,', 
near this s ite ( see section on Endangered Species ) .  
Whether the impact of a fill operation on Disposal Area 2 woul d  
extend permanently to adj acent areas , including the Tifft Farms Preserve , 
was not determined by the s cope of this s tudy . There is interchange of 
birds with surrounding areas in all directions .  As dis cus sed in Habitat 
Development of Disposal Areas , long-term imp act would depend upon how · 
the disposal  area , if utilized,  were " finished off . " 
Hammals 
Disturbance to this s ite would immediately and drastically reduce 
the small mammal populations . Larger m�als would move from the area ,  
probably to  the nearby Tifft Nature Pres�rve . However, once the area 
-�:L 
r'. 
were filled and if o ld-field succession were allowed , the mammal population 
would eventually restore its elf by colonizing individuals from perhaps 
the Tifft Nature Preserve . 
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Amphibians and Reptiles 
Thes e  species would be reduced drastically if thi s  area were 
utilized for spoil disposal . Some emigration would o ccur ,  and -recol-
onization is  likely after dUlilping of dredge spoils ceases . 
Dispos al Area 3 (Fig.  2 )  
Vegetation 
It is not likely that a short-term landfill  operation would have 
s ignificant impact on an already serious ly and continually disturbed 
p lant community .. As in Disposat Area 1 ,  considerable improvement in 
the quality and quantity of vegetation could b e  accomplished by selec-
tively finishing the site ( see section on Development on Dredged 
Materials ) and by curtailing s torage operations in this  area . If this 
area were used as a s ite for disposal dredge spoils , attention should  be 
given to the s econdary impacts on any displaced commercial act ivity . 
Birds 
In view of the current dis turbed condition of Disposal Area 3 ,  there 
is no compelling reason, by virtue of the bird life observed there , 
against using it as a fill s ite . Short- term displacement of pheasants ,  
killdeer and spotted s andpipers would likely result with spoi.l  disposal . 
Whether permanent disp lacement would occur would depend upon how 
the s ite were finished and used, and wh��her or not surrounding hab itat 
for these birds p ers ists . If dredging s���ils were dumped in this area 
and left untouched, it would likely be  quickly " reclaimed" by old-field 
success ion and ass ociated avifauna . Adj acent areas currently give 
indication of  potential successional p atterns .. If  the current use 
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were to continue after disposal of dredged materials , the impact on b irds 
would be negligible . No long-term impact on avifauna i s  probab le , al­
though a posi tive impact ( larger numbers  of individuals and gre@.ter species 
diversity )  i s  poss ible ,  with appropriate management technique ( see s ectior1 
on Habitat Development on Dredged Materials ) .  
There i s  evidence from the low level of illegal recreational use 
( e . g .  fishing and pheasant hunting ) presently o ccurring on the s i te that 
i t  could become an important recreational resource . 
Mammals 
If disturbed,  only temporary reductions in the few specie s  pres ent 
would likely occur . Those spe cies now preseri'1:!ril'would emigrate t o  nearby 
hal:Ditat adj acent to thi s area , perhaps to return at a later date upon 
proj ect completion . The poor habitat pre sent , due to the reoccurring 
di sturbance by storage of salt , coal , e tc . , could be made more product ive 
i f  allowed to develop by old-field succe s sion or managed . 
Amphibians and Reptiles 
Since no species of these groups were noted ,  no detrimental effe c t s  
could occur . Di sturbance may even make the site  more appropri ate for 
thes e specie s  by subsequently increasing cover and sui table hab itat . 
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Fish and Ichthyoplankton 
Spoil disposal in Disposal Area 4 will temporarily disrupt the 
fishery , but if it were fini shed like the existing breakwall ,  a greater 
amount of similar habitat than now exi sts would be  available . ·  Spoil 
di sposal in Area 4 would have little permanent e ffect  on fishes due to 
the large amount of  equivalent habitat available  throughout the harbor 
area and to the abi lity of adult fi sh to move away from temporarily dis -
turbed areas . 
Macrobenthic Invertebrates 
Benthic organi sms are :important in aqua ti,c environments in that t hey 
,<;11f0Jlil' 
function as the cruc ial link in a detritus -based food chain . They utilize  
organic matter and recycle nutrients that Otherwi s e  would collect and re-
main trapped in the s ediment s . Benthi c  organi sms supply food to  many 
species of fish and to other predatory aquat ic organi sms . Containment 
of dredge spoils above the water level of Lake Erie in Disposal Area 4 
will completely eliminate the macrobenthic inveretebrate communi ty .  How-
ever , the impact of filling thi s area to fish feeding on macroinvertebrates 
would b e  minimal because of the low biomass  and spe c i es divers ity of macro-
invertebrates in thi s area . 
Aquatic Vegetation 
There are no compelling environmental reasons , by virtue of the almost 
complete lack of  aquatic  vegetation present against using Disposal Area  4 
as a landfill . 
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Birds 
There are not compelling reasons , by virtue of the birds found there , 
against using Disposal Area 4 as  a fill site . Of all the s ites considered,  
impact  on birds would likely be least if Disposal Area 4 were f i lled . In 
fact , i f  the final configuration and use of the site were properly planned ,  
the " i sland" created by  a fill operation could increas e the numbers and 
variety of b irds in the area ( see "Habitat Development in Dispo sal Areas " ) . 
Thi s disposal area i s  in close proximi ty to a Tern site , but should have 
no impact on it . 
Endangered Specie s 
The Endangered Species  Act of 1973 ( 16 USC 1531-1543 , 87 Stat . 884 ) 
provides Federal Protection of certain species  whose exi stence i s  con­
s i dered to be threatened or endangered . New York State , under j uri sdiction 
o f  Section 11-0 535  of the Environmental Conservation Law , als o  protects  
species  consi dered to be  endangered within the State and i s  c urrently 
updating it s Endangered and Threatened Species Li st . The Federal Regi ster 
of 20 May 1980 , Vol . 4 5 ,  No . 99 , page s 33768-33781 , pres ent s a current list 
of  species protec ted under the Endangered Species  Act .  
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The Act essentially makes it a violation of Federal Law to take any species 
that are listed as  endangered except by permit for s c i entific purpos e s  
o r  for enhancing the propagation of survival o f  the species . Threatened 
species  are considered to be in les s peril of s urvival but could poss ibly 
become endangered in all or part of their range in the foreseeab le future . 
Regulations concerning them are less rigorous . 
While setting gill net s  near Disposal Area 2 on the Buffalo River 
on 8 November 1981 , the crew o f  the R. V. Madtom reported observing a 
peregrine falcone ( Falco E�regr� ) stoop on a hooded merganser . The 
peregrine was observed later in the same day in the s ame location by 
R . C .  Dilcher ,  our ornithologis t ,  and again by the crew of the R .. V. Madtom . 
A peregrine falcon has also b een observed at t e Tifft Farm/railroad yard 
border and irrnnediately downrive r  from Di sposal Area 2 on 9 October 1981 . 
There was no evidence of the peregrine roosting in the proposed Di sposal 
Area 2. However , the population of house sparrows and starling s  apparently 
living about the gra in elevator all summer at Disposal Area 2 had di s appeared 
Thi s could suggest that the peregrine was hunting in the area . 
No other animals or plants . observed in the proj ect area are currently 
protected by the Endangered Spec ies  Act . 
Disposal of dredge  spoils in Disposal Area  2 will de stroy habitat 
for prey species  of the peregrine falcon . The peregrine falcon does 
have a wide hunting range and it is possible that the b irds will  simply 
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hunt elsewhere . Nevertheless, Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act 
states that any action that involves a federal agency must not "jeop­
ardize the continued existence of any endangered species or threatened 
species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of habitat 
of such species • • • •  " 
Habitat Development on Dredged Materials 
The low initial shear strength of the high-water-content organic 
materials derived from dredging operations, along with the slow rate of 
strength increase with time and their associated large volume changes, 
seriously limits the usefulness of landfills composed of dredged materials. 
Unless special steps are taken to improve quality of dredged materials, 
their use is restricted largely to wildlife refuges, parks, recreation 
areas, parking lots and the construction of light buildings with flexible 
joints and flexible floors which would allow for settlement. Most 
maintenance dredgings are not ideal materials for building and landfills 
(Krizek and Giger 1 97 8 ) . Because it seems unlikely that the prop osed 
disposal areas could be used for construction of buildings, an 
opportunity exists to develop much needed wildlife habitat in the Buffalo 
area.- The feasibility, methodology and technology to develop habitat 
has been carefully developed by the Dredged Material Research Program 
the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (e . g . ,  Smith 1 978 ) . 
H�bitat development refers to the establishment of relatively 
manent and biologically productive Habitat 
development using dredged materials an alternative dredged 
disposal method that is often feasible from biological, engineering and 
economic s,tandpoints (Smith 1 978 ) ..  Careful use of this alternative could 
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s ignificantlY increase the extent o f  wildlife resources in the Buffalo 
area . Except for the development of the Tifft Farm area, i t  is  evident 
that a loss o f  natural habitats has occurred in the Buffalo area . 
Four general habitats are suitable for establishment on dredged 
materials : marsh, upland, island and aquatic ( Smith 1978 ). Several 
distinct benefits should aris e  from developing wildlife habitat ( Smith 
1 978 ) in the Buffalo area : ( 1 )  improved public acceptance of dredge 
dispos al ;  ( 2 )  possib le elimination of a problem area ; and ( 3 )  creat ion 
of biologically des irable habitat . 
ImmediatelY north but adj acent to Dispo s al Area 1 is an area of  the 
Outer Harbor that was filled and provides an interesting examp le .  I t  
contains a wetland with some s tanding Willow , cattai ls , Phragmites , 
loosestrife and o ther marsh/wet shrub vegetation dominate . 
Our observations here provide an indication of potential long-term 
impacts of fill operation on bird li fe . Unlike the present open water 
area of Disposal Area 1 ,  the old fill s ite provides nesting habitats and 
o ther territorial requis ites for a s triking array and number of bird 
species including game birds . In fact , the fill area comp liments the 
Tifft F arms Nature Preserve . Furthermore , it is obvious that how the 
s i te was "finished" s trongly influenced the bird life now p resent . For 
example , blue-winged teals , mallards , black ducks and Americ an  wigeons all 
use the fill area while at least mallards and black ducks success fully 
nest there . It is unlikely that such breeding success would have 
had the area been finished vTi thout the area" in this fill  site .. 
It is apparent that if  Dispos al is used as a dredge spoil 
disposal area , the manner in which it is finished will strongly in­
fluence subsequent quality and quant ity of b ird life . Leaving a low , 
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open pond area wil l  generally encourage a divers i ty of species with shore 
birds , herons and " dabbling ducks " replacing terns , mergansers and 
" diving ducks . "  
If filled and properly managed, the productivity in flora and fauna 
of any one of the disposal areas could be greatly enhanced . We would 
recommend that part of the area be developed as a mars h and refer you to 
Giles ( 1969 ) and Benson ( 1967 ) for more details and suggest a dis cus s ion 
with the Environmental Conservation Department . 
In essence , the land would be built up with an existing concavity 
that could be flooded . For example , Disposal Area 4 would become an 
island , with p ro tective breakwaters surrounding it  and a concavity for a 
marsh/pond ecosys tem. An ideal marsh is flooded shallowly ( 75% less than 
0 . 6 m ) . The healthy marsh has emergent and submergent aquatic p lants . 
The emergents survive best in very shallow water ( � 0 . 3  m )  while sub­
mergents grow luxuriantly in deeper water ( but les s than 8 m ) • There-
fore, the ideal marsh, which is one of the mos t  productive wildlife 
environments ,  should be shallow . Management mus t  plan for drawdown 
every s everal years ; however, complete drawdown is not desirable . A 
diversity of cover both in the water and on shore should be the goal . 
Half the shoreline could be kept as wet meadow ; further back i t  could 
be  drier with gras s es , shrubs and small trees . Desirable p lant s  to 
promote in the marsh are duckweed, bulrush , smartweed ,  wild rice , arrow-
head, s edge , pondweed and cattai l  ( see Giles 1969, Waterfowl Techniques 
Handbook 1 963 ) e On the shore and away from the water , promote b luegras s ,  
rye , brome and millet  ( see Giles 1 969 ) . T�s e p lants can be us ed for 
01\ 
food and shelter by a variety of  animals ( i�bluding ducks and muskrats )  
( Johnson 1 925 , Waterfowl Techniques Handbook 1 963 ) .  
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Disposal Areas - Ecosys tem Considerations and Recommendatio�s 
1 .  The shallow , product ive , protected aquatic habitat that charac-
terizes proposed Disposal Area 1 is unique within the proj ect area . The 
pro�uctive aquatic vegetation provides cover for fish life and food for 
some waterfowl . A large macroinvertebrate population also exists that is 
undoubtedly used by both fish and birds as a food source . In addit ion , 
this area is the las t maj or nursery area for fish within the proj ect 
area and is a migratory s top for some diving waterfowl . Adult fish,  such 
as muskellunge apd largemouth bass , do forage in this area . Of the 
proposed dispos al areas cons idered , disposal of dredged mate rials at 
Disposal Area 1 (Fig .  2 )  would have the greatest negative impact on 
fisheries and waterfowl of area ecosys tems;�� We would not recommend us ing 
this s ite for disposal of dredged materials . 
2 .  Disposal Area 2 possesses 1 5  species of woody plant s  and 7 5+ 
species o f  herbaceous vegetation . This heterogeneous and diverse vege-
tation covers the entire s ite and provides requis ites for a richnes s  of 
fauna,  including reproduct ive populat ions of game birds and animals .. 
Portions of this area may be considered marginal wetlands under New York 
S tate Conservation Law . An endangered species , the peregrine falcon , 
was observed foraging on two occasions near and on this area . In 
addition, p rey spe cies of tl1e peregrine falcon are found in this area . 
Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act s t at es that any ac tion that 
involves a federal agency must not j eo�ardi ze  the continued exis tence of 
-�.:{± 
any endangered species or threatened sp��ies or result in the dest ruction 
or advers e  modification of such species o The existence of the peregrine 
falcon s eems to rule out the use of this area for disposal of dredged 
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materials by a federal agency . Disposal Area 2 also possesses a rel a­
tively large reproductively s uccessful population of  pheasants ,  a game 
population in general decline in Western New York. 
There are wildlife interactions b etween D isposal Area 2 and the 
adj acent Tifft Farm which were not fully explored under the current 
s cope of work . That is , we do not know the extent to which D ispos a l  Area 
2 ,  Tifft Farm and o ther lit tle used railroad property are interdependent .  
Disposal Area 2 i s  one o f  the mos t  environmentally sens itive s ites 
considered . Functionally ,  it seems to be a refugium for spec ies not 
generally expected in an urban ecosys t em . To what extent it support s  
the urban ecosystem ,  including Tifft Farm an d  adj acent rai lyards , with 
j uveniles is not known . Even without the ��angered species , by virtue 
of its wildlife productivity, richness in vegetation and quality habita t ,  
w e  would not recommend using Disposal Area 2 a s  a fill s ite . 
3 .  D isposal Area 3 i s  serious ly and constant ly disturbed because 
of the bulk s torage and tr.ans shipment activities going on there .. The 
vegetation is sparse and opportunis tic with much of the site devoid of 
vegetation . The poor habitat results in unimpressive populations of 
birds and mammals with app arently little nesting in the are a . No s 
nificant long-term impact is envis ioned on vegetation,  repti les , am­
phibians , b irds , mammals or area ecosystems in this s ite were utilized 
as a fill area .. There is no compelling biological argument agains t 
using Disposal Area 3 as a disposal s it� · 
and trans shipment activities resulting 
However , the displaced s torage 
use of this s ite as a dis-
pos al area need to be identified and evaluated . 
4 .  Proposed Disposal Area 4 has some walleye present during the 
summer along the present breakwater, which s uggests that they are 
foraging for food . However,  creation of a " dredge disposal is land " will 
create s imilar habitat to the present breakwater . This area is not a 
nursery area for fish or birds ; no mammals , amphibians , reptiles or  
vegetation were obs erved . Dredge spoil  disposal will have no significant 
impact on the disposal area or area ecosystem and may actually improve 
conditions for wildlife . There seems to be no compelling reasons for not 
using Disposal Area 4 as a disposal s ite . Depending on if  and how 
hab itat were developed on the dredged materia l ,  much needed wildlife 
hab i tat , p articularly bird habitat , could be developed . We would 
recommend Disposal Area 4 as the s ite for d,isposal of dredged materials . 
5 . Pollutant mobilization from dredged spoi ls by plants  and 
leaching of po llutants from the filled disposal area may occur and enter 
the food chain .. With the Buffalo River being heavily polluted , thi s  
s eems t o  be  apparent . In addition, at Disposal Area 4 any pollutants 
released could,  but probably would no t ,  enter the water intakes of the 
public water supp ly located diagonally acros s  at the mouth o f  the 
Niagara River but downs tream of Disposal Area 4 .  Information on current 
patterns is required to assess  this further .  We would reeommend a dye 
study utilizing the "operational" Army Corps Disposal Area 4 .  Such a 
s tudy could provide ins.ight on leaching from a disposal area and current 
p at terns near "proposed" Disposal Area - l� ( F ig ..  2 ) .  A s tudy of tox.ic 
chem.icals pres ent in sediments  is being"'�ponducted by another group and 
will not be dis cus s ed here . 
6 .  I t  i s  generally accepted and self-evldent that a large lo s s  of 
natural and recreational habitat has occurred in the Buffalo area .. 
Because landfills o f  dredged materials do not make a good base for con­
s truction of buildings , a unique opportunity exis ts to create parks , 
recreational areas or even a wildlife refuge , eventually,  on Disposal 
Area 3 .  A cursory survey o f  the Toronto Harbor and Bos ton ' s  Back Bay 
would provide a model for long-term development of the Buffalo Harbor 
area that would s atis fy many of  the economic,  recreational and aes thet ic 
interes ts of the area . We would recommend that a s tudy be initiated to  
determine the needs o f  the public and the feasibility of such development 
if this s ite were chosen as a disposal area o 
7 .  In regards to Disposal Area 4 ,  the isolation o f  this area from 
the mainland makes it an ideal site for a bird refuge .. The feas ibi li ty,  
methodology and techno logy t o  deve lop bird b i t a t  has been carefully 
developed by the Dredged Mat erial R.esearch Program of the U . S .  Army 
Corps of Engineers . Becau s e  m arsh , up l and , i s land and aquatic hab it ats 
are suitable for e s t ab l is hment o n  dredged m a t eria l , w e  recommend that a 
s tudy be  initiated to determin e  whi ch type o f  habitat be developed if  
the s ite is  chosen fo r dispo s a l  o f  dredged m a teri a l . 
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ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT - DRIFT AND DEBRIS REMOVAL 
Despite the occurrence of many ad,ul ts in reproductive condition, 
little evidence of successful spawning was obs erved in the Buffalo River 
or Ship Canal . The s carcity of  river ichthyoplankton, despite obvious 
spawning utilization by adults , indicates that tl1e river is generally 
not suitable as a reproductive/nursery area . Because so much of the em­
bankment is artificial and drops off quickly to 8 m,  the amount o f  
shallow, protected habitat necess ary for the survival o f  the young o f  
mos t  fish species i s  small . In fact ,  the only area where any nes ts 
( centrarchids ) were observed was .in the inward bend of the river near 
Station 1 3 .  Also , the only fish caught vr.ith a11zy degree of regularity in 
the nearshore of the Buffalo River or Ship Canal were carp , white suckers , 
gol dfis h  and carp/go ldf.ish hybrids . None of these  fi.sh are highly 
desirable or prized ( .i  .. e . , trash fish ) by fishermen .. Removal o f  debri s 
and drift in the Buffalo River and Ship Canal indicated in Plates 5 and 
6 ( Drift and Debris Locations , Buffalo-Lackawanna ) provided by the Army 
Corp s  of Engineers would not have a ma,j or short-term o r  long-term impact 
on fisheries . The larger adult fish would simp ly move out of the area 
unti l  the dis turbance ended . 
In spring and early summer , the debris-s trewn Outer Harbor shoreline 
has generally poor fish habitat due to uns table substrate , wave action 
and lack of aquatic vegetation . Howev$r , fish numbers along the shore 
of the Outer Harbor increased by Augus t as macrophyte community 
developed . Rock bas s  nes t  among rocks 
s erve as an important forage species ., 
along the shore and also 
Largemouth bass and pumpkinseeds  
utilize weedy shallows to  build nests and spawn along the Outer Harbo r  
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( p arti cularly in the Small Boat Marina ) . Removal of drift in the Outer 
Harbor should not have a s ignificant impact if completed by June of  the 
year . This would also apply to structures 3? - and 38 on Plates 5 and 6 
( D rift and D ebris Loc ations , Buffalo-Lackawanna ) .  
Removal of  the deteriorated planked retaining wall on the north s ide 
of  the abandoned Cargill Pos t  Elevator ( structure 3 9 ) will not affect 
fisheries if care is taken not to create a turbidity plume . Structure 39 
forms the border of a highly produc tive nursery area for fish . 
The dilapidated mooring cluster ( s tructure 40 ) is also near 
productive fish nursery areas ( i . e . , proposed Disposal Area 1 ) . Removal 
of this s t ructure will not have any adverse effects on spawning or young 
of the year if removal takes place in 
S ep tember . 
or preferably late 
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NAV I GAT ION IMPROVEMENT PROJEC T  
ALTERNATIVE IIa - OPTION 2 1 : ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT 
The fo llowing work items are p lanned with this option : 
( 1 ) Deepen a portion of the Outer Harbor to 2 8 ft below low 
water datum ; 
( 2 ) Deepen a portion of the Outer Harbor to 3 0  ft below low 
water datum ; 
( 3 )  Deepen the Buffalo River and the Buffalo Ship C anal to 
28  ft below low water datum ;  
( 4 )  Deepen the south entrance channel to 32 ft  below low 
water datum ; 
( 5 )  Remove 850 ft o f  breakwater at the south entrance ; 
( 6 )  Cons truct 450 ft of breakwater at the south ent rance ; and 
( 7 )  Move the nor th s ide light at entrance channel . 
Dredging : Physi cal Aspects 
Dredging is basically a process o f  artificially induced s edj�ent 
eros ion , transport and depos i tion . I t  differs from the natural pro ces s 
in that its  o c currence is much more concentrated in t ime and space . A 
turbidi ty p lume is created when bottom s ediments are mechanically 
disturbed and resuspended during dredging operations . This most vi.sually 
obvious physical impact causes water dis co loration and reduct ion in 
l ight penetration . The reduction in light p enetration cause d  by tur-
bidity p lumes  is temporary in nature and di s appears within a few hours 
after dredging (Morton 1 976 ) .  
1 
Op tlon 2 is dis cus sed before Op tion 1 for the sake of convenience 
o f  pres enting impact assessments .. 
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Changes are l ikely to o ccur in medium gra in s i z e ,  poros i ty and degree 
o f  sorting of dredged s ediments  as they -are dredged , t ransported and 
redeposited . The larger , heavier part icles ( sands , c lumps o f  mud , e tc . ) 
will s et tle rap idly out of suspension ; the f ine s i lt s  and c lays wil l  
remain suspended for longer periods . Fine s ilts and c l ays wil l  be trans­
ported from the dredge s ite by current s into the Niagara River and Black 
Rock Canal . These changes in mechanical properties of sediments could 
affect the pro ces s es contro lling the exchange of contaminants from 
polluted s ediments to the wat er,  the dis tribution of benthic organisms , 
fish reproduction , etc . The e ffects on biot;1 are dis cus s ed in the 
appropriate sections . 
Newly dredged channels have been obs erved to cause s ignificant 
hydrographi c  alterations such as rerouting current , changing 
flushing rates , inducing sediment depos ition ( shoaling ) or ero sion and 
creating de adwater and s tagnant pockets . Relative s ignificance of thes e 
imp acts on a given ecosys tem wi ll be a funct ion of the rati.o o f  the 
dredged area to the total bottom area and contained water vo lume . We 
are not profess ionally capable of predicting hydrodynamic effe cts of 
dredging in the Buffalo area . .  
Dredging : Chemical Aspect� 
Dredging operations are l ikely to produce changes in the chemis t ry 
o f  the water overlying the dredging s i te .  Firs t ,  1mdi s turbed s ediments 
surface depos its to in-
creasingly reduced sediment s in layers . The deeper,  reduced 
s edj�ents will create an oxygen demand ( B . O . D o  and C . O . D . ) when they 
are exposed to the aerobic environment of the overlying body o f  water,  
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thereby causing a decreas e in dis solved oxygen (Mackin 1 96 1 , Army Corp s 
o f  Engineers 1 96 9 ,  S lotta et �· 1 973 ) .  Numerous authors (Marshal l 1 968 , 
Chesapeake Bay Laboratory 1 97 0 ,  Saila � al . 1 972 ) attribute the high 
organic content of the s ediment as being the maj or cause of reduced 
oxygen concentrations in benthi c sys tems . In the proj ect are a ,  the 
s ediments of high organic content exis t between Stations 8-1 4 ( Fig .  1 ) . 
The s ediments in this area can be expected t o  have a high bio chemical 
oxygen demand caus ing a decreas e in dissolved oxygen concentration in 
the proj ect area and downstream from the pro j ect area .. 
It  is generally as sumed that the chemical cons tituents associated 
with the surface s ediment are in dynamic equil ibrium with the overlying 
water '!.<Thile those  as sociated with the s ediment s  are not ( Keel ey 
and Engler 1 974 ) .  As the deeper s ediments are mixed with water during 
dredging, the potential for remobilization o f  their chemical constituent s 
wi ll increas e .  Disso lved concentrations in the vicinity of the dredging 
have an important effect on the chemical forms and on the solubility and 
mobility of chemicals .. For examp le , as reduced sediments are oxidized 
during dredging , a decrease in inters titial hydrogen sulfide and an 
increas e in sulfates might be expected . Oxidation o f  sulfides increas es 
the mobility of heavy metals , such as s i lver ,  lead and zinc , that were 
found as sulfides (Gordon et �· 1 972 ) .  If toxic chemicals are pres ent � 
in the s ediments ,  thay also may be released into the water column . Dis­
cus s ion on this po tential impact is p re.s ented in the section on Toxi c 
Chemicals . Nutrients ,  especially ammoni� , that stimulate p lant growth 
may be· releas ed (Morton 1 976 ) .  
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Dredging : Toxic Chemicals 
Dredging of contaminated sediments can c aus e the redistribution and 
remobilization of toxicants sorbed to the s ediments . Contaminants seldom 
o c cur in the surface s ediments and in water co lumns at concentrations 
high enough to have lethal effects on aquatic organisms . However , chronic 
exposure to a comp lex of PAH po llutant s wi l l  caus e neop las ia in bottom­
feeding fish (Black et al . 1 980 ) .  Another danger with toxic contaminants 
is that pers is tant toxicants are concentrated , cycled and magnified in 
the food web . This accumulation of toxic chemicals in the tis sues o f  
o rganisms is  referred t o  a s  bioconcentration .. Important p athways by 
which contaminants can enter the food web are from s ediment via mar sh 
gras s , from water via phytoplankton , from estion o f  contaminated par-
ticulate mat ter by filter feeders and depo sit-feeding organisms , from 
ingestion of food organisms that have already concentrated c ontaminants ,  
and by direc t  up take from the water.  In the Buffalo River , B lack 
( 1 980 ) obs erved a 6 and 20 fo ld increase in PAH in tubifex worms and carp 
compared to Buffa lo River sediments . 
Dredging of the Buffalo River should phys ically remove toxicants 
from the dredged area . However , dredging will also cause redistribution 
( i . e . , redeposition ) and remobilization of toxicants sorbed to the s edi­
ments . Along with the. fine s ilts and c lay transported in the turb idity 
p lume will be toxicants carried by currents downriver into the Black 
Rock Canal and the Niagara River . Thus it is  like ly that high conc en-
trations of toxicants between Stations and 1 4  ( Black � !!d.· 1 98 0 ) will 
pollute the res t of the Buffalo River , Niagara River and the Black 
Ro ck Canal . There is some evidence that mutagenic substances ,  probably 
from the Buffalo River, already do contaminate the B lack Ro ck Canal 
( Black et al . 1 980 ) .  
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Downs tream invertebrates (benthic and zoop lankton ) and fish will 
undoubtedly concentrate the toxicants .  Since recreational fishing i s  
common along the Black Ro ck Canal , the upper Niagara River and the 
mouth of the Buffalo River, additional mutagenic and carcinogenic sub­
irtances entering the food web of man is po s sible . 
Also , a water intake crib exists at the j uncture o f  Lake Erie and 
the Niagara River about 1 to 1 t  miles from the mouth of the Buffalo 
River . The likelihood of contamination entering the public water supp ly 
is dependent on flow rates from Lake Erie and the Buffalo River and is  
beyond the s cope of work for this pro j ect . To some unknown extent this 
is probably already happening without proj ect imp lementation o With 
proj ect imp lementation increased amounts ot;i�,;�oxicants may be remobil i zed 
from the s ediments wi th dredging and redepos i tion and enter the water 
co lumn .. 
Dredging : Ichthyoplankton 
The mos t  critical period of fish life history o ccurs from the t ime 
eggs are laid until j uvenil es mature enough to forage and to es cap e  
predators effectively .. During this time , young fish are mos t  vulnerable 
to outside dis turbances . Dredging should not take p lace during the 
spawning and growing season o f  important game {ish ( centrarchids 
especially ) if year clas s es are to remain s t rong . 
Dredgi.ng activities would reduce i chthyop lankton numbers in the 
��d-
immediate vi cinity o f  the operations . fish larvae are p lanktonic 
feeders for s everal weeks after hatching . I t  is during this period,  
usually the spring and early summer , when larvae unable to  freely move 
in the water colunm are vulnerable to dredges , as they may be caught in 
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the wash water proces s ing o f  dredged materials (Herdendorf 1 97 8 ) and be 
physically destroyed . In addition, damage to gills and other tissues 
o f  j uveniles is more likely to  occur than to those o f  adults (Morton 1 976 ) .  
We found evidence of success ful reproduction throughout the s tudy 
area, as evidenced by ripe adults and the p ro gres s ion of larval stages 
over time . However , river ichthyoplankton s amp les were dominated by 
migrant lake species (yellow p erch , em.eral d shiners ) indicating that 
repro duction by river residents may be severely limited . Two pieces  of 
evidence support this idea : ( 1 ) no i chthyop lankton were s amp l ed 
farthe s t  ups tream at Station 1 4 ; and ( 2 )  few or none o f  the white suckers 
or bullhead adults cap tured in the river were gravid nor were any ichthyo-
p lankton of thes e species s amp led . It .is �ikely that further dredging 
wil l  have any s ignificant advers e impact . on reproduction of f i sh and 
survival of i chthyoplar�ton populations in the already depopulated 
Inherent environmental harshnes s and ins tability make succes s fu l  
rep roduction and larval survival of mos t  sp ecies unlikely in the lake 
outs ide the breakwall . Whatever small ichthyop lankton populations that 
exis t  wi l l  suffer little as a result of dredging and/or spoil  dispos al 
in this area,  as amp le s imilar habitat exi s ts nearby . Creati on of 
shallow water habit at through spoil disposal might actually improve 
reproductive success  and ichthyoplankton abundance and survival outs ide 
the breakwall .  
I f  conducted j udicious ly , dredging- can have little direct impact 
on the fish o f  the Outer Harbor . Confi��ng dredging to exist ing deep­
t, \IS, 
water areas , as plam1ed in this alternative , wi ll have little effect on 
shallow water sp awners and their offspring . Pelagic spawners will b e  
able t o  move t o  nearby undis turbed areas until  the temporary disturbar1ce 
ends (Nackin 1 96 1 , May 1 973 ) .  
Dre4ging : Fish - Buffalo River and Ship Canal ( Stations 1 0- 1 4 )  (Fig . 1 )  
Becaus e of their mobility , adult fish are less likely to experience 
the chemical and phys ical impacts of dredging . In fact , Herdendorf 
( 1 978 ) s tates that dredging activities have little direct imp act on 
adult fish . The adults s imp ly move away from the disturbance o Som e  
species are known t o  avoid turbid waters ; thus proj ect implementation 
may affect fish migration . As the s ediments in the proj ect area are 
high in organi c  mat ter and would be expected to create a high turbidity 
if dis turbed,  some fish movements into or out of the river could be  
temporarily halted by dredging , operations . Spring dredging, in par-
ticular, could advers e ly affect spawning movements of shiners , suckers 
the river i s  no t warranted .  They do not spawn in the river , were not 
obs erved upriver beyond Station 1 1 ,  and in Lake Erie are comp l etely 
supported by s tocking . Even if adult s almon did move up stream through 
the Buffalo River , poor water quality and summer temperatures above 
s almonid lethal limits would prevent j uveni le survival . Therefore , fall 
dredging will not adversely affect Lake Erie salmonid populations and is 
pre ferable to spring dredging when minnow, sucker and gizzard shad 
populations are s emi-succes s fully utilizing the river for reproducti on .  
Natural fish shelters are few in the Buffalo River ( see Habitat 
Des cription ) .  Fish do concentrate in existing areas of shallow muddy 
substrate ( e . g . , S tation 1 3 )  where treen or bushes overhang the river 
( e . g . , Station 1 2 )  and near sunken or ematgent pilings ( e . g . , Station 1 1 ) .  
v 
,, 
Attempts at spawning wi ll probably take pia,ce in any shallow area along 
the shoreline , especially tho s e  areas with macrophytes or overhanging 
\ 
vegetation .. These  s ame areas will later become nursery beds for j uveni les 
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and foraging areas for adults .  Bank to bank dredging will dis rupt pump­
kinseeds ( and o ther less abundant centrarchids ) populations as  they 
shelter under branches overhanging the river and utiliz e  s andy shoal 
areas along some banks as nes ting areas . Any decrease in such shallow 
areas along shore ( i . e . , by dredging ) will decreas e already l imited 
habitats suitable for fish reproduction and subsequent development o f  
the young . 
Populations o f  fish present in the river are not highly desired by 
sport fishermen . Als o , abundance o f  forage fish for game species is low e 
In addition , the high incidence o f  tissue les ions on carp and goldfish, 
indicative o f  a fish population affected by chronic exposure to  po ly-
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons ( Black et !l· 
are contaminated with pollutants .. 
) , sugges ts that the 
In genetal , the effect of dredging on river fish populations are 
expected to be  lo calized and temporary , and any such impairment would 
not be expected to have any long-term adverse impact on river fish 
populations . As mentioned above , we do recommend an autumn dredging 
operation to minimize effects on minnow , sucker and gi z z ard shad that 
are marginal ly successful in utiliz ing the river for reproduction .  
Fish - Outer Harbor ( Station 1 -9 ) ( Fig . 1 )  
High concentrations of suspended solids resulting from a dredging 
oper ation could result in direct damage to adult  and larval fish whi ch 
have not avoided the dredging area .. Sus�\nded particles in the wate r  
damage gills an d  filter-feeding apparatus by cutting and abrasion . Such 
damage can increase individual suscep tibility to fungal and bacterial  
dis eas e ..  However, only very high concentrations o f  suspended solids 
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( s everal thousand ppm ) cause damage in adult fish ( EIFAC 1 965 ) .  
High turbidity levels will reduce light p enetration, thereby im-
pairing underwater vision and thus feeding in visually feeding - fish . 
Concentrations of suspended s o lids this high could be reached in the 
dredging operations , but adult fish would have ample opportunity to 
avoid such concentrations in an open sys tem .  The only filter feeders 
in the proj ect area as adults are the alewife and the gizzard shad, both 
o f  which are lake res idents and considered to be nuis ance species . 
Dredging may have an indirect effect on fish via reduction in food 
resources or in reduced abi lity to find food .  Populations o f  zoo-
p lankton and benthic invertebrates ( important as potential food item s ) 
may b e  temporarily reduced in the dredged as . Small fish ( used as 
food by large fish ) then may be reduced in the area also . These effects , 
if they occur at all ,  are exp ected to be localized and temporary , and any 
such impairment would not be expected to have any long-term adverse 
imp act on fish populations . 
D eepening the existing harbor channel will cause some dis locat ion 
of adult fish . However ,  adj acent areas would eas ily be able to ass imilate 
migrants during dredging operations . Adult fish will likely re-enter 
dredged areas shortly after the disturbance ceases . For mos t  species ,  
any adult mortality would quickly be replaced by lake immigrants .  
Juvenile mortality would be greatly reduced by delaying dredging until  
after the spawning/growth s eason .  I n  any event , los s  o f  a year clas s 
for the harbor is  unlikely to be s ignif�pant with lake populations nearby . 
4"'' f.; 
The Small Boat Marina (Station 3 )  r��resents a special harbor 
s tation due to its shallow, protected waters , higher temperatures and 
abundant aquati c  macrophytes . It is a haven for p erch and p ike ( ear ly 
spring ) and centrarchids ( summer )  and may be an important spawning area 
( ichthyop lankton results are inconclus ive in this regard ) .  No dredging 
should occur in this area . 
Removal of Old Breakwater at South Entrance and Construction o f  New 
Sreak:wa ter : General Overview 
Our samp ling Station 1 ( Fig . 1 )  was locat ed where the proposed 
breakwater is to be cons tructed . Although this is a p opular spot for 
sport fi�herment , our results s ugges t a low abundance of fish.  Rock 
bass were mos t  abundant and were found routine ly throughout the sprlng 
and summer .  Yellow perch and s tonecat were found cons istently but again 
in low numb ers .. Of the sport fishes , only walleye and five small-
mouth bas s were caught over the year . Ichthyoplankton abundance was 
low ( <  3 smelt/1 0 m3 ) and obs erved on only one s ampling date.  
This area is  not a nursery for fish nor is  it suitable habitat 
any important game fish .  Removal of the old ru1d const ruct ion o f  a new 
breakwater will have a minimal short- term impact . Adult fish will 
s imply move from the area . The long-term impact is  negligib le .especially 
s ince a s imilar breakwater ( i . e . , s imi lar habitat ) wi ll be cons truct ed 
but j us t  at a different orientation . 
One note o f  caution is suggested . This is  one o f  the s ites that we 
had consistent problems with fishermen cutting and destroying our nets . 
Sport fishermen may obj ect to ru1y removal and construct ion operations 
in this area. 
Dredging : Ecosystem Considerat ions 
Functionally , fish use the study area as a spawning and nurs ery 
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as well as a feeding area . Basically , two as s emblages of f ish can b e  
recognized within the proj ect area : Lake Erie residents that s easonally 
ent er the river or harbor ,  and harbor residents and river residents . For, 
example,  emerald, spottail and golden shiners and giz z ard shad are pelagic 
lake species that utilize the river for spawning, albeit with a low l evel 
o f  succes s . Other fish, such as carp , goldfish, bullheads , pumpkinseeds 
and some whit e  suckers appear to be year-round res idents with marginal re­
productive success in the river. In the Out er Harbor ,  rock b as s ,  small­
mouth bas s and yellow perch frequent ly exl1ibited abundance peaks during 
their expected spawning season . Within the Buffalo River and Ship C anal , 
we expect minimal imp act on reproduction of fish and s urvival of i chthyo­
plankton in already depress ed river populat ions cons isting mostly o f  
trash fish . In the Outer Harbo� dredging could have little impact on 
ichthyoplankton . Confining dredging to existing deep-water areas , as 
p lanned in this alternative , will have little effect on the shallow water 
spawners and their offspring . Ninimal effect on ichthyoplankton in the 
Outer Harbor would be ensured by dredging in late summer or fall . In 
general , minimal effect is expected on Lake Erie populations that 
migrate j.nto the s tudy area to spawn . 
Sport fish do forage within the s tudy area . Huskellunge , walleyes , 
large and smallmouth bass , northern pike and an occas ional s almonid 
forage on yellow p erch,  rock bas s ,  shiners , giz zard shad and smelt in the 
study area . For example , in the Small �oat Marina we found large northern 
pike gorged with yellow perch . 
Dredging operations will  cause a plume which both prey 
and predator species will avoid . In this sense ,  the food chain wil l  be 
interrupted during the dredging perio d .  However , a s  the water clears , 
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we expect adult fish to move back into the proj e ct area and the food chain 
to be reestablished . 
A turb idity plume will b e  created throughout the proj ect area wit h  
dredging . Besides affecting the proj:ect are a ,  i t  will move into area 
ecosystems ; that i s ,  the turbidi ty plume will b e  carried into the Niagara 
River and Black Rock Canal . Siltation to an Unknown extent of  any 
spawning beds of fish in the upper Niagara River would b e  expected . In 
addition ,  turb i di ty of water will increase in intakes of any c i ty or town 
us ing the Niagara River for a public water supply . 
Within the plume , a decrease  in di ssolved oxygen and mob il i zation of 
heavy metals and organic toxicant s is  expected . Thes e  pot ential toxic ants 
will b e  carried into the Niagara River and Black Rock Canal ecosystems . 
In  addition , we would expect redeposition of pollution sediment s to 
downstream ecosystems . We can expect bioconcentration and biomagnification 
of  these poll utants in invertebrates ,  f i sh and birds . Furthermore , s ince 
re creational fishing i s  common, potential mutageni c  and carcinogeni c 
sub stances may enter the food web of man . To some unknown extent thi s i s  
probably already happening without proj ect implementat ion due to  frequent 
maintenance dredgings of the river . With proj ect  implementation , inc reased 
amounts of toxicants may be remob ili zed from the sediments wi th dredg ing 
and enter the water column . 
Also , a water intake crib exists at the j uncture of Lake Erie and 
the Niagara River about 1 to miles from the Buffalo River . The 
likelihood of contamination enterin g the publi c  water supply i s  dependent 
��; 
on flow rate s  from Lake Eri e and Buffalo and b eyond the s c ope of 
work of this s tudy . 
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ALTERNATIVE IIa - OPTION 1 :  ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT 
The following work items are planned with this option : 
( 1 ) Deepen 'the north entrance channel and Buffalo River 
entrance channel to 32 ft below low water datum ; and 
( 2 )  Deepen maj or portion of Buffalo River and Buffalo 
Ship Canal to 28 ft below low water datum . 
A detailed discussion on impacts of  the proposed dredging in the 
Buffalo River and Ship Canal is covered in the following sections : 
( 1 ) Dredging : Physical Aspects (p . 66 ) ; 
( 2 )  Dredging : Chemical Aspects (p . 6 1  ) ; 
( 3 )  Dredging : Toxic Chemicals ( p .  ) ; 
( 4 )  Dredging : Ichthyoplankton (p . 6 4 ) ; 
(5 )  Dredging : Fish - Buffalo River and Ship Canal ( p . 66 ) ;  and 
( 6 )  Dredging : Ecosystem Cons iderations (p . 69 ) .  
In summary ,  dredging will  create a turbidity p lume throughout the 
river and Ship Canal portion of  the pro j ect area.  This plume will move 
downriver into the Black Ro ck Canal and the Niagara River . Within the 
p lume, a decrease in dissolved oxygen concentrations and remobilization 
of  the chemical constituents Of the s ediments , such as heavy metals and or-
ganic toxicants would be expected . Downs tream invertebrates and fish 
will undoubtedly concentrate the toxicants in their tis sues . Since 
recreational fishing is common along the Black Rock Canal , the Upper 
Nsagara River and the mouth of the Buffal� . River, mutagenic and carcino-·'c-\ 
genic subs tances entering the food web of man is pos s ib le . To  some 
extent this  is already happening without proj ect implementation . However , 
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with proj ect implementation, increas ed amounts of toxicants may be remo­
bili z ed from s ediments with dredging and enter the water column . 
Dredging activities would reduce ichthyoplankton numbers in the 
immediate vicinity of dredging operations . However , it is unlikely 
that further dredging will have any s igni ficant advers e impact on 
reproduction and survival of already limited ichthyoplankton p opulations 
in the already dis turbed river and Ship Canal . The effect of  dredging 
on river and Ship Canal populations are expected to be locali z ed and 
temporary, and any such impairment would not be expected to have any 
long-term adverse impact on river populations that cons ists mos tly o f  
undesirable fish species . 
We do not anticipate any long-term on fisheries i f  dredging 
takes p lace at the north entrance channel to the Buffalo River and Outer 
Harbor .  Our sampling effort on this area did indicate that the fo llowing 
game species were present : w�l.leye , muskellunge and smallmouth bass . 
Dredging will have the short-term impact of adult fish moving away from 
the turbidi ty p lume . However, wi th comp letion of dredging, these fish 
should move back to this area almos t immediately . This is not a 
spawning area or nursery area for fish . Numerous sport fisherment do 
fish this area during the summer . 
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ALTERNATIVE IId : ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT 
The follouing work items are planned with this alternativ e : 
( 1 ) Remove 850 ft of  existing breakwater at s outh entrance ; 
( 2 ) Construct 450  ft of  arro-vrhead breakwater at south entrance ; 
( 3 )  Move north s ide light at s outh entrance channel ;  
( 4 )  Deep en s outh entrance channel area to 3 2  f t  below low 
water datum; 
( 5 ) Deepen Outer Harbor ,  new entrance channe l  to Buffalo River 
to 28 ft below low water datum while realigning river ; 
( 6 ) Cut new river channel through D i spo sal Area 1 and through base  
of  oxbow on Buffalo River s outh o f  A1rco Products ; 
( 7 ) Cons truct 5 1 00 ft of conveyor through p roposed D i sposal Area 2 
to move iron ore to Repub l ic 
( 8 )  Remove Skyway ( Route 5 ) ;  
( 9 )  Upgrade Ohio S treet ; and 
( 1 0 ) Build two caus eways acros s Buffalo Hiver and Ship Canal .  
A detailed dis cuss ion o f  the p roposed dredgi.ng of the s outh entrance 
channel ,  the O�t er Harbor and the Buffalo Hiver , and the planned removal. 
and reconstruction o f  the south entrance breakwater i s  covered in the 
following s ections : 
( 1 ) Dispos al Area 3 ( p . 4 ? ) ;  
( 2 )  D redging : Physical Asp ects ( p . Go ) ;  
( 3 )  Dredging : Chemi cal. Asp ect� (p . 6 1  ) ; 
( 4 )  Dredging : Toxic Chemicals . 6 3 ) ; 
( 5 )  Dredging : I chthyoplankton 6 lt ) ;  
( 6 )  Dredging : Outer Harbor ( p . 67 ) ; 
( 7 )  Dredging : Buffalo Hiver (p . 66 ) ;  
( 8 ) Dredging : Ecosys tem Cons iderations (p .  69 ) ;  and 
( 9 ) Removal of Old Breakwater and Cons truction o f  New Breakwate r 
at South Entrance : General Overview ( p . 69 ) .  
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In summary, dredging will  create a turbidity p lume throughout the 
river and Ship Canal portion of the proj ect area . This p lume will move 
downriver into the Black Rock Canal and the Niagara River . Within the 
p lum� a decrease in dissolved oxygen concentrations and remobi lization 
of  the chemical cons tituents of the sediments , such as heavy metals and or-
ganic toxicants would be expected .  Mobilization o f  toxicants from the 
s ediments should not be of as much concern as in the Buffalo River . How-
ever,  only results from s ediment analyses will clarify the point . 
Dredging activities would reduce ichthyoplankton numbers in the 
immediate vicinity of dredging operations . However , it is  unlikely that 
further dredging will have any significant adverse j�pact on reproduction 
and survival of already limited ichthyoplan�•bn population in the already 
dis turbed river and Ship Canal . The eff�ct of dredging on river and Ship 
Canal populations are expected to be localized and temporar7, and any 
such impairment would not be expected to have any long-term advers e 
impact on river populations that consist  mos t ly of undes irable fish 
species (i . e . , trash fish ) . 
Si�1ificantly higher catches of ichthyop lankton were found in 
Outer Harbor compared to the Buffalo R.iver and Lake Erie . However , i f  
conducted j udiciously ,  dredging could have l ittle impact on the Outer 
Harbor . Confining dredging to existing deep-water areas , as p lanned in 
the alternat ive ,  will have little effect on shallow water spawners and 
their offspring .. Pelagic spawners will .. be able to move to nearby 
undis turbed areas until the temporary dis�urbance ends . By delaying 
i�c 
dredging until after the spawning/growth s�p.son, it would ensure that 
j uvenile mortality would be greatly reduced.  
Deepening the existing harbor channel will  cause some dis location of 
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adult fish ., However ,  adj acent areas would easily ass imilate migrants 
during dredging operations . Adult fish would likely re-enter dredged 
areas shortly after the dis turbance ceases . For most  species , any adult 
mortality would be quickly replaced by lake immigrants . Removal , 
relo cation and construction of a new breakwat er in a different orien­
tation at the s outh entrance will not have a s ignificant impact on adult 
or j uvenile fish in the area . 
Proposed Disposal Area 1 ( Fig . 2 )  and the Small Boat Marina represent 
unique harbor s ituations due to their shallow, protected wate r ,  higher 
t emp eratures and abundant aquatic macrophytes . They are a haven for 
many game fish and are important spawning and nursery areas . Although 
no dredging is  p lanned in these areas alternative , we em-
phasize that no dredging should occur there . 
Construction of Two Causeways acros s  Buffalo River and Ship Canal 
As noted elsewhere ,  the fish community of the Buffalo River and the 
Ship Canal consists  of generally undes irable fish types . Contruction of 
the causeways may reduce ichthyoplankton in the immediate vicinity o f  
construction .. However, it is  unlikely that cons truction will  have any 
adverse impact on rep roduction and survival of  already limited ichthyo­
p lankton population in an already disturbed highly polluted river and 
Ship Canal . Any effect on fish is expected to be localized and temporary,  
and any such impairment would not be exs�cted to have any long-term 
adverse impact  on river populations . 
Construction of 5100 ft of Conveyor through Proposed Disposal Area 2 to 
� Iro� Ore to Repubii c  Steel 
Unloading of ships will take place at the wes t  side of proposed 
Disposal Area 2 ( Fig . 2 )  and transferred to a cor1veyor belt which is 
routed across the southern porti on of the Di sposal Area 2 .  Disposal 
Area 2 is one of the most environmentally sensitive sites s tudied by us . 
I t  is  a refugium for spec i es not generally expected in an urban ecosystem . 
I t  supports  a reproducing population of pheasants ar1d an endangered 
species , the peregrine falcon,  which was ob served on and near this s ite . 
Even without the endangered species , by virtue o f  i t s  w:i.ldl ife produc -
t ivity, ri chness  in vegetation and quali ty habitat , we are not able to 
recommend the use of this site . With proj e ct implementati on ,  advers e  
impact would occur t o  the diverse c ommunity o r  organi sms ob served there . 
Also ,  see the sect ion on Endangered Species  ( p .  49 ') for the legal im-
plications of the sighting of an endangered spec ies in this area . 
Realignment of Buffalo River ... by C,�tting New Charmel thro�h Di sposal Area 3 and Base of  the Oxbow South of Airco Product s 
There are no c ompelling biological reasons against cutt ing a new 
channel through Disposal Area 3 .  The area is a highly disturbed indu.strial 
area ,  b i sected by a highway and rai lroad tracks . Some of the area has been 
filled with c inders . The westerly por tion i s  wet , dominated by cattail s . 
The easterly portion i s  drier and i s  dominated by c lumped grasse s ,  s tag-
horn sumac , goldenrod ,  and red-osier  dogwood . Cottonwoods and Ailanthus 
is interspersed . Only two vole burrows were ob s erved in thi s  area on 
15 .M:ay 1982 ( Table 8 ) .  Potentially , vo1 es , 
snakes may occur there . 
rabbits , and garter 
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ALTERNATIVE I IIf : ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT 
The following work items are planned with this alternative : 
( 1 ) Deepen the south entrance channel to 32 ft below low 
water datum; 
( 2 )  Remove 850  ft of breakwater at the south entrance ;  
( 3 )  Cons truct 450  ft of arrowhead breakwater at the south entrance ; 
( 4 )  Move north side light at the s outh entrance channel ; 
( 5 )  Deepen a portion o f  the Outer Harbor to 2 8  ft below low 
water datum ; 
( 6 )  Deepen the Allen Boat Company s lip to 2 8  ft below low water 
datum and enlarge it to 2 5 0  ft x 1 000 ft ; 
( 7 )  Fill the portion of the Buffalo Ship Canal that is  not in 
the federal pro j ect ; and 
( 8 )  Construct a transshipment sys tem from the Allen Boat Company 
s lip to General Mills , Standard Milling , Peavy and Inter­
national Multifoods . 
A detailed dis cuss ion of the proposed dredging of  the south entrance 
channel and Outer Harbor and the planned removal and reconstruction of the 
south entrance breakwater is covered in the following s ections : 
( 1 ) Dredging : Physi cal Aspects (p .  6 0 ) ;  
( 2 )  Dredging : Chemical Aspects (p .  6 1  ) ;  
( 3) Dredging : Toxic Chemicals ( p .  6 3 ) ;  
( 4 )  Dredging : Ichthyoplankton (p . 64 ) ;  
( 5 )  Dredging : Outer Harbor (p � 67 ) ;  
( 6 ) Dredging : Ecosystem Conside,ations (p . 69 ) ;  and 
Y·�� 
( 7 )  Removal of Old Breakwater at South Entrance and Construction 
of New Breah�ater : General Overview (p . 6 9 ) .  
In summa17, dredging will create a turbidity p lume carried by the 
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currents northward o f  the dredging site into the Niagara River and Black 
Rock Canal . Within the p lume� a decrease in dissolved oxygen concentrations 
and remobilization of the chemical constituents of the sediments ,  such a 
heavy metals and organic toxicants , would . be expected . Mobilization of 
toxicants from the sediments should not be of as much concern as in the 
Buffalo River . However, only results from s ediment analyses will clarify 
this point . 
S ignificantly higher catches of ichthyoplankton were found in the 
Outer Harbor compared to the Buffalo River and Lake Erie . However , if 
conducted j udicious ly , dredging could have little impact on the Outer 
· Harbor ..  Confining dredging t o  existing deep-water areas , as p l anned in 
the alternative, will have little effec t  on �hallow water spawners and �,;; 
their offspring . Pelagic spawners will  be able to move to nearby 
undis turbed areas until the temporary disturbance ends . By delaying 
dredging until after the spawning/growth s eason, it would ensure that 
j uvenile mortality vJould not be high . 
Deepening the existing harbor channel will cause some dis location 
of  adult fish .  However, adj acent areas would easily assimilate migrants 
during dredging operations . Adult fish would likely re-enter dredged 
areas shortly after the dis turbance ceases . For most  species , any adult 
mortality would be quickly replaced by lake immigrants . Removal,  
relocation and construction of a new breakwater in a different orientation 
at the &auth entrance will not have s ignificant impac t  on adult or 
j uvenile fish in the area . 
Proposed Disposal Area 1 ( Fig .  2 )  Small Boat Marina represent 
unique harLor s ituations due to their shallow, protected water , higher 
temperatures and abundant aquatic macrophytes . They are a haven for many 
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game fish and are important spawning and nursery areas . Although no 
dredging is p lanned in these areas under this alternative , we emphasi z e  
that n o  dredging should o ccur here . 
Deepenfng of the Allen Boat Company S lip 
We did not s ample in the Allen Boat Comp any s lip . It  is  relatively 
deep due to dredging at the west end with a shallow eas tern portion 
formed by a concrete pavement used for boat launchings . We believe this 
s lip to poss ess habitat analagous to the Ship Canal , although the water 
is  not nearly as polluted . Some macrophytes were observed nearshore by 
the end of the summer .. We do not believe that it is a spawning or 
nursery area for fish . I t  is unlikely that it should harbor any s igni f­
icant adult sport fishes . Even if it were a p roductive area for fish ,  
comp lete destruction of the area would have minimal impact on  the fish 
community becuas e of  the small area of the s lip .  
F illing of Portion of the Ship Canal not in the Federal Proj ect  Area 
The Ship Canal is no t a nursery or spawning area for fish.  Adult  
fish populations are characterized by warm water trash fish ( carp , white 
sucker, goldfish and goldfish x carp hybrids ) ..  Filling the s outherly 
portion o f  the Ship Canal , south of the federal proj ect area,  should have 
no . advers e  impact on the fish community . 
Construction of the Transshipment System 
The transshipment sys tem planned in this alternative originates 
south of the Allen Boat Company s lip ,  moves eas tward across Fuhrmann 
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Boulevard and Highway 5 across  the filled southern portion of the Ship 
Canal and b ifurcates northerly to General Nlill s , Inc . and easterly . 
The easterly segment bifurcates  again to  the Pillsbury Elevator and t o  
International Malting ,  Inc . Our scope of  work di d not include any 
terrestrial studies along the route of the transshipment system . However , 
except for the area south of the Allen Boat Company slip and wes t  of 
Fuhrmann Boulevard , the areas that the transshipment system would cross  
are highly developed industrial areas ( i . e . ,  parking lot s ,  mill  yards , 
rai lroad yards , etc . ) with little or no natural open areas . Lit tle 
impact from a b iological point of view is envis i oned in these areas . 
The Area South of the .Allen Boat Company �li£ and West of Euhrmann Boulevard 
On 15 May 1982 , we walked through this area and noted vegetation ,  bi rds , 
mammals ,  amphibians and reptiles ( Table 8 ) .  The area is  recently di sturbed 
by fil l ing and i s  presently utitli zed in spots for an open dump . Es senti ally,  
the area i s  a wee d,  old-field commnnity with peripheral cottonwoods to 9 m 
in height . In wet pockets , parti cularly east o f  the service road which 
parallels Fuhrma:r:m Boulevard ,  Phragmites  forms an almost  pure s tand that 
provides excellent cover for pheasants during the winter . Eight pheasants 
were noted in this area . Other b irds ob served are given in Table 8 .  Meadow 
voles , rats and rabbit s  were also obs erved . 
Little impact from a b iologi cal point of view i s  envisioned for thi s 
entire area . However ,  the trans shipment £ystem i s  proj ected to move 
through the Phragmites s tand, whi ch 
a small reproducing colony of pheas ants . 
for what appears to be  
the trans shipment sys t em 
60 n1eters to the east or west would avoid  the pheasant colony . Thi s area , 
if properly developed has more potential as a recreational area than as  a 
transshipment area . 
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ALTERNATIVE IIIg : ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT 
The following work i tems are p lanned with this alternative : 
( 1 )  Deepen the south entrance channel to 32 ft below low 
water datum; 
( 2 )  Remove 850  ft of breakwater at the s outh entrance ; 
( 3 )  Cons truct 4 5 0  ft of  arrowhead breakwater at the south entrance ; 
( 4 )  Move north s ide light at the south channel entrance ; 
( 5 )  Deepen a portion of the Outer Harbor to 2 8  ft below low 
water datum ; 
( 6 )  Deepen the Allen Boat Company s lip to 28  ft and enlarge i t  
t o  250  f t  x 1 200 ft ; and 
( 7 )  Cons truct a transshipment sys tem to Republic Stee l .  
A detailed dis cussion o f  the planned dredging o f  the south entrance 
channel and Outer Harbor ,  planned removal and reconstruction of the south 
entrance breakwater and the deepening of Allen Boat Company slip i s  
covered in the following sections : 
( 1 ) 
( 2 )  
( 3 )  
( 4 )  
( 5 ) 
( 6 )  
( 7 )  
( 8 )  
Dredging : Physical Asp ects (p . 60) ;  
Dredging : Chemical Aspects ( p . 6 1 ) ;  
Dredging : Toxic Chemicals ( p .  63) ;  
Dredging : Ichthyoplankton ( p . 64) ;  
Dredging : Outer Harbor (p  .. 67) ; 
Dredging : Ecosystem Cons1.derations (p . 69) ; 
Removal of  Old Breakwater at �th Entrance and Construct ion 
of New Breakwater : General Ove\view (p . 69) ;  and 
� 
Deepening of the Allen Boat Comp�hy Slip ( p . 80 ) .  
In sumn1ary , dredging will create a turbidity plume carried by the 
currents northward of the dredging site  into the Niagara River and Black 
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Rock Canal . Within the p lume , a decrease in dis solved oxygen concentrations 
and remobilization of the chemical constituents of the sediments , such as 
heavy metals and organic toxicants , would be expected . Mobilization of 
toxicants from the s ediments should not be of  as much concern as in the 
Buffalo River . However , only results from sediment analyses will c larify 
this point . 
Significantly higher cat ches of ichthyoplankton were found in the 
Outer Harbor compared to the Buffalo River and Lake Erie . However, if  
conducted j udiciously, dredging could have little impact on  the Out er 
Harbor . Confining dredging to exist ing deep -water areas , as planned in 
the alternative , wi ll have little effect on shallow water spawners and 
their offspring . Pelagic spawners will be iPle to move to nearby ''4¢1" 
undis turbed areas until the temporary disturbance ends . By delaying 
dredging until  after the spawning/growth s eason , it would ensure that 
j uvenile mortality would be greatly reduced . 
Deepening the existing harbor channel will cause some dis location 
of  adult fish.  Adj acent areas would easily ass imilate migrants during 
dredging opera_tions, . Adult fish would likely re-enter dredged areas 
shortly after the dis turbance ceases . For most  species , any adult 
mortality would be quickly replaced by lake immigrants . Removal , 
relo cation and construction of a new breakwater in � different orientation 
at the south entrance will not have s ignificant impact on adult or 
j uvenile fish in the area . Because of the small area involved with the 
Allen Boat Company s lip , use of this will have no maj or impact on 
fish populations in the proj ect area . 
Propos ed Dispos al Area 1 (Fig .  2 )  and the Small Boat Marina rep resent 
unlque harbor situations due to their shallow, protected water,  higher 
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t emper atures and abundant aquat i c  macrophyt e s . They are a haven for many 
game fish and are important spawning and nursery areas . Although no 
dre dg ing i s  planne d in thes e areas unde r  th i s  alternat ive , we empha s i ze 
that no dre dging shoul d  occur here . 
Cons truction of a Trans shipment System 
The trans shipment syst em planned in thi s  alternative originat e s  
south o f  the Allen Boat Company slip , moves �a s tward t o  Fuhrmann Boule vard, 
and swings s outhward along the we s t  s ide of Fuhrmann Boulevard . At the 
Buffalo Port Authority , it move s eastward runni ng between the exi s ting 
railroad t ra cks of the Buffalo Creek Rai lroad and the Buffalo Ri ver . It 
then c ro s s e s  the Conrail l ine s and r un s  to propos ed Di sposal 
Are a 2 b e fore following the souths i d e  of the oxbow in the Buffalo Rive r 
to Repub l i c  St ee l . 
Our s cope of work did not include terrestrial s tudies along mos t  of 
the route of the trans shipment system . However , exc ept for the area 
south of All en Boat Company s lip and west  of FuhrmA.nn Boulevard and the 
southern area of_ proposed Di s posal Area 2 ,  the areas that the t rans ­
shipment sys tem would c ro s s  are highly developed indus trial s it e s  ( i . e . ,  
s crap iron and rai lroad yards , parking lots , mil l yards , etc . ) wi th l ittle 
or no natural open are a s . Lit tle impac t on fauna or flora i s  likely in 
the s e  areas . 
The Area South of the Allen B oat Compan� �t}E and We s t  of Fuhr�ann Boulevard 
,�/1 
On 15 :May 1982,  we walked through this  a·rea and note d  vegetation ,  b irds , 
marrmal s , amphibians and rept i l e s  ( Table 8 ) .  The area re cently di s t urb e d  
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by filling and i s  pre s ently utilized in s pots for an open dump . Es s entially ,  
the area i s  a weed , old-fi eld c ommuni ty with peripheral cottonwoods t o  9 m 
in height . In wet pockets , particularly e a s t  of the s ervi ce road whi c h  
paralle ls Fuhrmann Boule vard , Phrasnrl t e s  forms an almo s t  pure s t and that 
provides excellent cover for pheasant s during the winter . Eight phea s ant s 
were noted in t hi s  area . Other b irds ob s e rved are given in Tab l e  8 .  Mea dow 
vole s ,  rat s  and rabbi ts were also ob served . 
Li ttle impac t  from a b iologi cal point of v i ew i s  envis ioned for thi s 
entire area . However , the tran s shipment system i s  pro j e c te d  to move 
through the Phragmi tes stand , whi ch provides cove r  for what appear s  to b e  
a small reproducing colony o f  pheasants . Mov:i.ng the trans shipment sys t em 
60 met ers to the east or wes t would avo i d  the �easa.nt c olony . Thi s area , 
if properly developed ha s more potential as a recreati onal area than a s  a 
transshipment area . 
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The Area Bordering Proposed Di S.Pos_al .Area 2 
Propo s ed Disposal Area 2 i s  one of the mo s t  environmentally sens i t ive 
sites consi dered by us . It i s  a refugium for spe c i e s  not generally ex­
pected in an urban ecosystem . It supports a reproducing populat i on of 
pheasants and an endang ered spe c i es ,  the peregrine falcon ,  whi ch was ob ­
s erved on thi s s i te . Even wi thout the endangered spec ies , by virtue o f  
i t s  wildlife productivity ,  ri chnes s  in vegetation and quality hab itat , 
we would not generally recommend di sturb ing thi s site in any manner . 
However ,  the propo s e d  location of. the trans shipment sy s tem would be at 
the s outh margin of thi s productive terres tri a l  area . I f  c ons t ruc tion 
were indee d  limi te d  to the area immedi a t e ly to the rai l road 
defining the s outhern boundary o f  thi s area ( s e e  F1g . 2 ) , minimal or no 
effect on fa1ma and flora should o c c ur over the ent i re area . In fac t , 
there appears to b e  ample room on the eleva t e d  railroad b ed at the south 
end of thi s area to cons truc t the trans shipment sys t em . If thi s i s  done , 
l i t tl e  or no impac t should o c c ur to thi s produc t i ve t e rr e strial s i t e . 
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ALTERNATIVE IIIh : ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT 
The following work items are planned with this alternative : 
( 1 ) Remove 8 5 0 ft o f  existing breakwater at south ent rance; 
( 2 )  Cons tru�t 450  ft o f  arrowhead breakwater at south entrance ; 
( 3) Move north side light at the south entrance channel ;  
( 4 )  Deepen the s outh entrance to 32 ft below low water datum ; 
( 5 )  Deepen Hanna furnace s lip (Union C anal ) to 28 ft below low 
water datum , and enlarge the entrance up to the F ather 
Baker Bridge ; and 
( 6 )  Utilize exis ting rail lines or construct some type of trans­
shipment system which may take a number of routes other 
than the one shown on the map entitled Buffalo Harbor S tudy :  
Alternative IIIh . 
A detailed dis cus s ion of the dredg ing of the south entrance channel 
and p lanned removal and recons truction of the s outh entrance breakwater 
is covered in the fo llowing sections : 
( 1 ) Dredging : Phys ical Aspects (p . 6 0 ) ;  
( 2 )  Dr�dging : Chemical Aspects (p . 6 1  ) ;  
( 3) Dredglng : Toxic Chemicals (p . 6 3 ) ;  
( 4 )  Dredging : Ichthyoplankton ( p .  6 4 ) ;  
( 5 )  Dredging : Outer Harbor ( p . 67 ) ;  
( 6 )  Dredging : Ecosys tem Cons iderations (p . 6 9 ) ;  and 
( 7 )  Removal of Old Breakwater at South Entrance and Construction 
of  New Breakwater : General Overview (p .  69 ) . 
In summary , dredging wll l  create a tti\tidity p lume carried  by the 
t'' 
currents northward of the dredging s ite  into the Niagara River and Black 
Rock Canal . Within the plume , a decreas e in dissolved oxygen concentrations 
and remobilization of the chemical cons tituents of the sediments , such as 
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heavy metals and organic toxicants , would be expected . Mobilization of 
toxicants from the s ediments should not be of as much concern as in the 
Buffalo River . However, only results from s ediment analyses will c larify 
this point . 
Significantly higher catches of i chthyop lankton were found in the 
Outer Harbor compared to the Buffalo River and Lake Erie . However ,  i f  
conducted j udicious ly , dredging could have little impact on the Outer 
Harbor .  Confining dredging to existing deep-water areas , a s  plrumed in 
the alternative , will have little effect on shallow water spawners and 
their offspring . Pelagi c spawners wi ll be able to move to nearby 
undis turbed areas until the temporary dis turbance ends . By delaying 
dredging until after the spawning/growth s eason ,  it would ensure that 
j uvenile mortality would be greatly reduced .  
Deepening the ex1s ting harbor channel will caus e some dis location o f  
adult fish . Adj acent areas would eas ily ass imilate migrants during 
dredging operations . Adult fish would likely re-enter dredged areas 
shortly after the dis turbance ceases . For mos t  species , any adult 
mortality would be quickly replaced by lake immigrants .  Removal , 
relocation and , cons truction o f  a new breakvJater in a different ori.entation 
at the south entrance will not have significant impact on adult or 
j uvenile fish in the area . 
Deepening and Widening of the Union Canal 
Although we did not sample in 
were made . The water is extremely 
'""'''"".._ ... ...... .._ , some cursory obs ervations 
polluted and o ften chalky 
in appearance . There are no apparent shallow areas with macrophyte b eds . 
It is relatively deep and appears to pos s es s  habitat analagous to the 
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Buffalo Ship Canal . We do not believe that it is a spawning or nursery 
area for fish and should not harbor any significant sport fishes.  Pro­
j ec t  implementation should not have any maj or effect on the fish community . 
Construction of the Transshipment System 
Transshipment by rail or EJome type of transshipment system is planned. 
This area is a 33 m wide strip running from the Union Canal northeasterly 
to the north side of the Ti fft Street  railroad bridge ; then easterly , parallel 
to the bridge to the edge of the railyurd; then northerly , parallel to the 
railroad yard before moving easterJ y to Hepubli c Steel. 
Along the Union Canal , some graE3ses are mixed in with piles of coal ,  
furnace tailings , scrap iron , etc. From Union Canal to Tifft Street, 
the area is c rossed by ma11y tmpa ved roads and .raillines . Much of the area 
has been filled and from a habi tat viewvoint is best described as in early 
old- field su ccession with c lover and goldenrod .  Occasional small trees and 
shrubs exist such as cottonwood and s taghorn sumac ( Table 8 ) .  The area has 
good potential for voles, shrews, rats and garter snakes . At present,  little 
over-wintering ' cover exists and may aceount for the lack of pheasants in 
this area in May . 
North of  Tifft Street moving ea st in to the Conrail Yards and then north 
into the Conrail Yard parallel to the tracks is a curious area of 2 5 +  
that are dispersed between parallel pockets of marsh vegetation and fauna 
( Table 8 )  with some standing water . It  appears that the Conrail Yard 
was built on a marsh with the railbeds by fill . Between t he 
I ,  
tracks,  medium height wet soil ( e . g .  willow, poplar ) . Within 
the marsh vegetation, breeding American woodcock were observed , along with 
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rabbi ts , rats and voles in our one day of  ob servat ion ( Table 8 ) .  
Construct ion of the propos ed transshipment system will have , in 
general , minimal impact . Some clarifi cation is  required though . No 
impact is envis ioned in the Uni on Canal area . In the Conrail  Yard , s ome 
minimal impac t will occur to the marsh vegetat i on fauna present , if  the 
trans shipment system is built in the area between railb e ds . However , 
this impac t  could be minimized further by construction of the trans ship­
ment system on one of the abandoned elevated railway beds . 
The area between the Union Canal and Tifft Street is  more diffi cult 
to  assess . At present , this large open area does not o ffer much cover 
for animals and will not be adversely impacted by construction . However , 
with t ime the hab itat will develop and provi� for a more abundant flora 
and fauna in the future if lt is no t c ontinually dis turbed . 
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ALTERNATIVE IV : ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT 
The following work items are p lanned with this alternative : 
( 1 )  Remove 850 ft of  existing breakwater at south entrance ;  
( 2 )  Construct 4 5 0  ft of arrowhead breakwater at south entrance ; 
( 3 )  Move north side light at the s outh entrance channel ; 
( 4 )  Deepen south channel area to 32 ft below low water datum ; and 
( 5 ) Deepen Outer Harbor area to 28  ft below low water datum . 
A detailed dis cuss ion of the dredging of  the south entrance channel , 
dredging of  the Outer Harbor ,  and planned removal and recons truction of 
the south entrance breakwater is covered in the following s ections : 
( 1 ) Dredging : Phys ical Aspects (p . 6 0 ) ; 
( 2 ) Dredging : Chemical Aspects (p . 61 ) ;  
( 3 )  Dredging : Toxic Chemi cals (p . 6 3 ) ; 
( 4 )  Dredging : Ichthyoplankton (p . 6 4 ) ; 
( 5 )  Dredging : Outer Harbor (p . 6 7 ) ; 
( 6 ) Dredging : Ecosys tem Cons iderations (p . 69 ) ; and 
( 7 )  Hemoval of Old Breakwater and Construction of New Breakwater 
at South Entrance :  General Overview (p . 69 ) . 
In summary, dredging will  create a turbidity plume carried by the 
currents northward of the dredging s it e  into the Niagara River and Black 
Rock Canal . Within the p lume , a decrease ix1 dissolved oxygen concentrations 
and remobilization of the chemical cons�tuents of the sediments , s uch as 
heaavy metals and organic toxicants ,  woula1 be expected .. Mobi lization of 
toxicants from the s ediments should not be of  as much concern as in the 
Buffalo River . However, only results from s ediment analyses will clarify 
this point . 
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Significantly higher catches of  i chthyop lankton were found in the 
Outer Harbor compared to the Buffalo River and Lake Erie . However , if 
conducted j udicious ly, dredging could have little impact on the Outer 
Harbor .  Confining dredging to exis ting deep-water areas , as planned in 
the alternative, will have little effect on shallow water spawners ru1d 
their offspring . Pelagic spawners will be able to move to nearby 
undis turbed areas until the temporary disturbance ends . By delaying 
dredging until after the spawr1ing/growth s eason, it would ensure that 
j uvenile mortality would be greatly reduced . 
Deepening the existing harbor channel will cause some dis location 
o f  adult fish . Adj a cent areas would easily assimilate migrants during 
dredging operations . Adult fish would re-enter dredged areas 
shortly after the disturbance ceases . For mos t  species , any adult 
mortality would be quickly replaced by lake immigrants . Removal , 
relocation and construction of a new breakwater in a different orien tation 
at the south entrance will not have s ignificant impact on adult or 
j uvenile fish in the area . 
Proposed Disposal Area 1 (Fig .  2 )  and the Small Boat Marina rep resent 
unique harbor situations due to their shallow, protected water,  higher 
temperatures and abundant aquatic macroplzytes . They are a haven for many 
game fish and are important spawning and nurs ery areas . Although no 
dredging is p lanned in these areas under this  alternative , we emphas ize 
that no dredging should occur here . 
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DREDGING - RECOMMENDATIONS 
1 .  The effect o f  dredging on the Buffalo River , Ship Canal and Outer 
Harbor adult fish populations is expected to be localized and temporary 
and would not be expected to have any long-term adverse imp act , especially 
river populations that consist mostly of  undesirable fish species . Slg-
nificantly higher catches of ichthyop lankton were found in the Outer 
Harbor compared to the Buffalo River , Ship Canal and Lake Erie . However , 
if  conducted j udicious ly, dredging could have little impact on Outer 
Harbor ichthyoplankton . By confining dredging to exis ting deep-water 
areas , as is  generally p lanned in the various alternatives , l ittle effect 
t�Jt.:' 
on shallow water spawners and their offspring is expected .  T o  ensure 
that j uvenile mortality is not significant , we recommend delaying 
dredging o f  the Outer Harbor until after the spawning/growth season 
( e . g . , Augus t ) . 
2 .  As suming there are no toxicants in the sediments of the pro j ect 
area , there i� no environmental bas is for choosing between the various 
dredging pptions provided in the work alternatives . In geneTal , 
dredging should have no maj or impact in the Outer Harbor , Buffalo River 
and Ship Canal , especially if the above recommendatiop. is fol lowed . We 
also emphasize  that no dredging should occur in proposed Disposal Area 
or the Small Boat Marina . Once again a .. late smnmer dredging operation 
will  help p rotect these spawning and areas from siltation and 
associated effects as discuss ed in in the report . 
3� I f  the alternative to dredge the Buffalo River and Ship Canal 
is chosen,  dredging will have the pos itive effect of  removing apparently 
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highly contaminated s ediments ( see s ection on Toxic Chemicals , page 63 for 
details ) .  As p art of  this alternative, we recommend that all dumping i.nto 
the Buffalo River and Ship Canal be  ceased immediately after dredging is 
comp leted . The fishery in the Outer Harbor i s  diverse ,  rich in sport 
fishes and has recreational potential . This suggests that the Buffalo 
River wi.th cleanup could support a s imilar fishery . 
4 .  Our literature s earch strongly suggests that the s ediments o f  
the Buffalo River are polluted with mutagenic and carcinogenic sub s t ances . 
Further s tudy of  the s ediments should be undertaken , if not already 
begun . Dredging o f  toxic s ediments may unleash a toxi.c plume that will 
move downriver contami.nating the Niagara River and the Black Rock Canal . 
Bioconcentration and biomagnification of  pdilutants in the food web c ould 
o ccur . Effects could be realized as far downs tream as Lake Ontario . In 
addition,  any publi c  water supp lies would be  threatened .  
Consideration o f  the effects o f  release of  mutagenic and carcinogenic 
substances from s ediments of the Buffalo River or Outer Harbor by 
dredging or leaching from a disposal area on downstream ecosystems and 
the general public should take precedent over any other biological , 
economical or political cons iderations . Further recommendations on the 
proposed disposal areas are noted on page 5 4 ,  Disposal Areas : Ecosystem 
Cons iderations and Recommendations . 
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Table 1 .  Approximate depths at which gill nets were set .  
Station Depth ( m) 
1 9 
2 4 -5 
3 2 -3 
4 7 -8 
5 7 -8 
6 7 -8 
7 8-9 
8 4 -5 
9 7 -8 
10 7 -8 
1 1  
1 2 7 -8 
1 3 2 -3 
14 7 -8 
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Table 2 �  Species divers i ty and average density of macrobenthic 
invertebrates at Disposal Areas 1 and 4 .  Diversity represents the 
number of taxonomic groups observed . 
June 
September 
Dis;eosal Area 1 
Diversity #/m2 
25 
26 
20 , 680 
1 1 , 05 0  
Disposal Area 4 
Divers ity #/m2 
9 
8 
4 7  
5 6  
Table 3 .. Relative abundance ( %) of maj or taxonomic groups of macro-
benthic invertebrates .  
Dis;eosal Area 1 Dis:eosal Area 4 
June September June September 
Isopod a o . oo 1 .. 60 o .. oo o .. oo  
Amphipoda 0 . 10 1 .. 20 o .oo o .. oo  
Trichoptera 0 .. 0 3  0 . 50 0 ;. 00 1 .. 90 
Chironomidae 1 .. 70 0 .. 06 1 9  .. 10 .. 20 
Gas tropoda 88 .. 60 87 .. 90 30 . 30 25 .. 90 
Pelecypods 8 .. 90 4 .. 00 40 .. 40 5 3 . 60 
Oligochae ta 0 .. 60 4 . 60 10 . 10 7 .. 4 
P lanaridae 0 .. 06 0 . 20 o .. oo o .. oo 
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Table 4. Summary of spec ie s  lists and rel ative abundance s of mamma l s  9 
amphibians and reptiles at Dis posal Areas during the study period . Den ­
s ities based on s i gns and s itings represent conservative e stimates . See 
Tables G 1 -G1 2  in Volume 2 for original data . 
E s timated 
Genus and Species Colm\on Name S itings � 
Disposal Area 1 
Microtus :ge:nnsyl v.anicus Meadow vole 1 1 nest 3 1 carcass 
Sylvila9?s floridanus Eastern cotton tail 1 tracks 2 
Procyon lotor Raccoon S cat 1 
Can i s  famil iaris Dog 1 tracks 3 
Disposa l  Area 2 + 3 3  runways 
Microtus E!nns�lvanicus Meadow vole 26m , 25f 1 2 5+ burrows many 
feces 
grass cl ippings 
Sylvi l agys f l oridanus E as tern cottontai l 38 
Marmota monax Woodchuck paths (,..,9 d if - 9 
ferent one s )  
Proc�on lotor Raccoon carcass ')' 4 
feces 
Blarina brevicauda S hort -tail s hrew 4 1 carcas s  
cinereus Masked shrew 1f 
Rattus norvegicus Norway rat 3 burrows 3 
MeEhi t is S tr iped skunk ordor 3 
� 
Ondatra zibethicu s  Muskrat 1 1 carcas s  1 4  
7 burrows 
5 paths 
Gar ter snake 4 > 4  
Snapping tur tle 1 1 
P ainted turtre 1 1 
� J:ipiens Leopard frog cal l s  many 
tadpoles 1000+ 
T able 4 ( continued ) .  
g�nus and Species 
Disposal Area 3 
Microtus E!nnsylvanicus 
Canis familiaris 
Rattus norvegicus 
Sylvilagus floridanus 
Mephitis mephi tis 
Previous Disposal Area 
Microtus E!nnsylvanicus 
Rattus �?rvegicus 
Sylvilagqs flor idanus 
Ondatra z ibethicus 
Mus musculus -
Peromys� leucopus 
C!y:Ysemxs pict.a 
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Common Name 
Meadow vole 
Dog 
Norway rat 
Sit ings 
1 
Eastern cottontai l  4 
S triped skunk 
Meadow vole 
N orway rat 
Eas tern cottontai l 4 
Muskrat 
Hou se mouse 1 
White -footed mouse 
P ainted turtle 1 
5 rune 
Estimated 
Den s i ty 
1 pile of feces 
6 nes ts 2 6  
19 burrows 
tracks 
6 burrows 
tracks 
tracks 
tracks 
2 fecal pil e s 
to+ c l ippings 
runs 
61 burrows 
8 burrows 
tracks 
7 burrows 
fece s -2 
3 
6 
5 
2 
..v 48 
- 1 00-. 
T able 5. G i l l  netting data : Catch per uni t  effort and divers i ty 
indice s  ( averaged within s.tations over all seasons ) . 
S tation CPUE H ' • 
River 
1 4 9 . 0 0 . 28 
1 3 9 . 1 0 . 31 
1 2  10 . 9  0 . 27 
1 1  1 7 . 2  0 . 5 4 
10 8 . 9  0 . 4 3 
H arbor 
9 14 . 9  0 . 5 5 
8 11 . 0  0 . 46 
6 5 . 9  0 . 44 
5 4 .. 8 0 . 28 
3 1 2 . 9  0 .. 49 
2 9 .. 5 0 . 45 
DA1 1 1 . 5  0 . 4 2 
Lake 
7 7 . 4  0 .. 4 5  
4 10 . 3 0 .. 3 7 
1 5 . 4 0 .. 3 5  
DA4 13 .. 6 0 .. 5 9 
H •  is the Shannon-Weaver Index and i s  described in the " Methods" 
section . Es sential ly , it i s  a measure of species diversity .  A higher 
value for H '  indicates a more diverse assembl age of fi sh relative to 
other s tations sampled . 
-1 01 -
T able 6 .  Bottom characteri stics of sample s i tes . 
S tation Substrate 
14 dark gray gyttj a 
13 chunks of dark gray clay 
12 dark gray gyttj a  
1 1  dark gray gyttj a  
10 dark gray gyttj a  
9 dark gray gytt j a  
8 gyttj a with sand 
7 red clay 
6 gytt j a  
5 cobble and sand 
4 cobble and sand 
3 cobble and grave l 
2 l arge boulders 
1 cobble 
-10 2 -
Tab le 7 .  Densi ties of ichthyoplankton in d ifferent lakes . 
Maumee R iver ( Lake Erie ) 9 . 9  
Sandusky River ( Lake Erie ) -.. 6 .. 0 
Buffalo River 4 .. 9 
Outer Harbor 2 3 . 0  
Lake S tation 3 . 0 
Dominant Grou2 Au thor 
only wal leye Bartholomew 1980 
only gizzard Snyder 1978 
shad 
all species Thi s  s tudy 
all species Thi s  s tudy 
aa: l specie s This study 
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Table 8. Fauna and f lora observed on transshipment system originating from the 
Union Canal , observed on the oxbow at the Airco P lant ,  and observed on the area 
south of/ the Allen Boat Company S lip . 
Unlon Canal Transshipment Route 
P lants 
Common Name 
Goldenrod 
Common dandelion 
Aster 
Wild carrot 
Sunflower 
Chicory 
Forsythia 
Burdock 
various grasses 
Grape 
Staghorn sumac 
Cottonwood 
Common evening�-primrose 
Common mul lein 
Red -osier dogwood 
Birds 
Common Name 
European s tarling 
Rock dove 
Ring-necked pheasant 
( 4m ,  3f) 
Song sparrow 
Mal lard 
( 10m , 4f )  
Kil ldeer 
Yel low warbler 
American robin 
Amer ican kestrel 
Common flicker 
Common grackle 
Brown -headed cowbird 
Genus and Species 
Solidago spp . 
Taraxacum officinale 
Aster sp . 
Daucus carota 
Helianthus sp .. 
Cichorium intybus 
Forsythia sp . 
Arc tium sp . 
Vitis sp. 
� typhina , 
Populus del toides 
Oenothera biennis 
Verbascum thapsus 
Comus stolonifera 
Genus and Species 
Sturnus vulgaris 
Columba l ivia 
Phasianus colchicus 
Melospiza melodia � platyrhynchos 
Chara.drius vociferus 
Dendroica sp . 
Turdus �igratorius 
Falco SEarverius 
Colaptes auratus 
Quiscalus guiscula 
Molothrus ater 
Mammals ,  Amphibians and Reptiles 
Near Union Canal 
Common Name 
Meadow vole 
Norway rat 
Genus and Species 
Microtus pennsylvanicu� 
Rattus norvegicus 
Common Name 
P lantain 
Cinquefoi l 
Clover 
Sweet clover 
Reed 
Sow this tle 
Wil low 
Cattai l ( narrow), 
Alder 
Popl ar 
Horsetail 
Raspberry 
Elder 
Mugwort 
Common Name 
Swamp sparrow 
Herring gul l  
Ring-bil led gull 
Unidentified gull 
Eastern meadow­
lark 
Red-winged black­
bird 
American wood­
cock ( nest with 
4 eggs ) 
Noted 
4 burrows 
2 burrows 
Genus and Species 
P lantago sp . 
Potentil la sp .. 
Trifolium sp .. 
Melilotus sp .. 
Phra�ites 
Soncus sp .. 
S alix sp. 
Typha sp . 
Alnus sp .. 
Populus 
tremuloides 
Eczyisetum sp .. 
Rubus sp ., 
Sambucus sp .. 
Pastinaca 
sativa 
Artemisia 
vulgaris 
Genus and 
Melospiza 
georgiana 
Larus argentatus 
Larus 
delawarensis 
Larus sp .. 
Sturnel la �2!}.;! 
Agelaius 
phoeniceus 
Philohela minor 
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Table 8 ( continued) .  
Union Canal Transshipment Route ( continued) 
Mammals , Amphibians and Reptiles ( continued) 
Between Union Canal and Tifft Farms 
Common Name 
Meadow vole 
Conrai l Yard 
Common N ame 
Rabbit 
Norway rat 
Meadow vole 
Oxbow at the Airco P lant 
P lants 
Common Name 
S taghorn sumac 
Cottonwood 
Tree of Heaven 
Wil low 
Red -osier dogwood 
Burdock 
E l der 
Various unidentified 
grasses 
B irds 
Common Name 
Song sparrow 
Ring-necked pheasant 
( 2m)  
Ring -bi l led gul l  
Red -winged blackbird 
Rufous -sided towhee 
Mallard ( 1  f )  
Genus and Species 
Microtus pennsylvanicus 
Genus and Species 
Sylvi l agus f l oridanus 
Rattus norvegicus 
Microtus pennsylvanicus 
Genus and Species 
� typhina 
Populus del toides 
Ailanthus altissima 
Salix sp . 
Comus stolonifera 
Arctium sp . 
Sambucus sp . 
Genus and Species 
Melospiza mel odia 
Phasianus colchicus 
Larus delawarensis 
A2elaius phoeniceus 
Pipilo erythrophthalmus 
� platyrhynchos 
Mammal s , Amphibians and Reptiles 
Common Name 
Meadow vole 
Genus and Species 
Microtus ������� 
Area South of the Allen Boat Company 
P l ants 
Common Name Genus and Species 
Chicory Cichorium intybus 
Noted 
20+ burrows , 9 nests , runs 
Noted 
2 seen 
1 seen 
12 burrows , 3 nests , runs 
Common Name 
Cattail 
Tease l 
This tle 
Aster 
Goldenrod 
Mus tard 
Genus and Species 
Txpha sp . 
Dips acus sp . 
S oncus s p .  
Aster sp ... 
S olidago sp .,. 
Bras s ica sp . 
Common Name Genus and 
House sparrow Pas ser 
domes ticus 
American robin Turdus 
migratorius 
Ye l l ow  warbler Dendroica 
petechia 
Noted 
2 burrows , 2 nests 
Common Name Genus and 
Wil d  carrot Daucus 
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Table 8 ( continued) • 
Area South of the Al len Boat Company ( continued ) 
P lants ( continued) 
Common Name 
Shepherd ' s  purse 
Common dandelion 
Common evening-primrose 
Buttercup 
Aster 
Clover 
Reed 
Milkweed 
Burdock 
Various unidentified 
gras se s  
Red -osier dogwood 
Mugwort 
B irds 
Common N ame 
Common flicker 
Common grackle 
Ring-bil led gul l  
Spotted s andpiper 
Ring-necked pheasant 
( 6m , 2f ) 
Mourning dove 
Red -winged blackbird 
Eastern meadowlark 
Rufous -sided towhee 
Song sparrow 
Genus and Species 
Capsel la bursa-pas toris 
Taraxacum officinale 
Oenothera biennis 
Ranunculus sp . 
As ter sp . 
Trifolium sp . 
Phragmites 
Asclepias sp . 
Arctium sp . 
Comus s tolonifera 
Artemisia vulgaris 
Pas tinaca sativa 
Genus and Species 
Col aptes auratus 
Quiscalus guiscula 
Larus delawarensis 
Actitis macularia 
Phasi anus colchicus 
Zenaida macroura 
Agelaius phoeniceus 
Sturnella ma2!la 
Pipil o  erythrophthalm�. 
MelosEiza melodia 
Mammal s ,  Amphibians and Reptiles 
Common Name Genus and Species 
Meadow vole Microtus pennsylvan icus 
No.rway rat Rattus norvegicus 
Rabbit Sylvilagus f loridanus 
Common Name 
Common mul le in 
Sow this tle 
Beggar -ticks 
Goldenrod 
Sweet clover 
Teasel 
Hawkweed 
Cottonwood 
Staghorn sumac 
Wil l ow  
Common Name 
Kil l deer 
Herring gul l  
Unidentified gul l 
Rock dove 
American crow 
European s tar ... 
l ing 
Noted 
Genus and Species 
Verbascum 
thapsus 
S oncus sp . 
Bidens sp . 
Solidago sp . 
Melilotus sp .. 
Dipsacus sp .. 
Hieracium sp .. 
PO}i?Ulus 
del toides 
� typhina 
S alix sp . 
Genus and Species 
Charadrius 
vociferus 
Laxus 
argentatus 
Larus sp. 
Columba l ivia 
Corvus brachy-
rhynchos 
S turnus 
4 nes ts , runs 
2 seen , 11 burrows 
2 seen 
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Fig . 1 .  Location of sampling sites ( gil l netting and ichthyoplankton )  for fish on the Bu£falo River 
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Fig o Vegetatlon map of spring flora in Disposal Area 2 ,  May 1981 o The 
complete l ist of spring tree , shrub and herbaceous spec.ies observed is in 
Table I 3  of the Data Report . 
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Fig . Vegetation map of spring flora in Dispos2U Area 3 ,  May 1981. The complete list of 
herbaceous observed is Table I3 of the Data Report. 
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Fig .  1 1  .. Vegetation map of summer flora in Disposal Area 3 ,  July 1981 . The complete l ist of 
summer tt ee , shrub herbaceous species observed is in Table I7 of the Data Report . Species 
in Areas B ,  C and D are listed in Table I 7 .  
